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ABSTRACT

Business models aid analysis and become the blueprints for improved business
practices and information systems. The IDEFO definition method is one method
commonly used to develop business activity models. IDEFO models are developed to
reflect business processes. An IDEFO model consists of an activity hierarchy and the
attending inputs, controls, outputs, and mechanisms that border and link activities.
Model production is costly, and model accuracy is important. It is critical to
involve knowledgeable participants and stakeholders during model development and
analysis. This results in valid models and increases the likelihood that changes based on
the models will be accepted. Traditional IDEFO modeling approaches, however, are
supported by a single-user IDEFO tool. The fact that all model information must be
channeled through a scribe significantly limits model development speed and restricts
productive, direct involvement to a few individuals.
This dissertation explores electronic meeting systems (EMS) as a means of
increasing the number of people who can productively participate during model
development. General EMS includes networked computer workstations for all
participants, a video projection system, and group support software that enables
participants to contribute ideas, analyze options, vote on alternatives, and so forth. This
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research chronicles the evolutionary development and evaluation of a group-enabled
IDEFO modeling tool for use with general EMS for support of group modeling efforts.
EMS-supported modeling efforts are compared with traditionally-supported
modeling efforts. EMS support overcomes some bottlenecks inherent in the traditional
approach, allowing significantly more individuals to productively participate during
model development. Although previous research had demonstrated that EMS-IDEFO tools
can be used by large groups to rapidly develop some model content, the corresponding
facilitation methods had produced incomplete and ambiguous models. Part of this
research involved the development and evaluation of three modeling approaches for use
with EMS. These produced varying levels of productivity and model quality. The most
successful approach, the top-down integrated (TDI) approach, overcomes significant
problems inherent in the other approaches. This approach allows analysts to work with
business personnel to produce complete models approximately twice as fast as the
traditional modeling approach.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

1.1 Models and Modeling Approaches

1.1.1 Value of Models
Current business processes are often artifacts of past events and happenstance rather than
careful design and alignment with current business objectives [79, 80]. Business
improvement through business analysis and redesign is not necessarily new [39], although
awareness of the need for significant improvements appears to be growing. In a recent
survey of782 senior information system executives in North America and Europe, "Reengineering processes through information technology" was ranked as the top information
systems priority [149].
Models support conceptualization, communication, analysis, and design for
development and improvement of business processes and information systems. Models
facilitate understanding of the many steps and relationships of business processes. They
help business personnel understand the work domain and identify improvement
opportunities .

•
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1.1.2 Business Process Models
Davenport and Short [37] define a business process as a "set of logically related tasks
performed to achieve a defined business outcome." The exact scope of what to include
when modeling and analyzing a particular business process is a matter of judgment, but
the scope should be comprehensive enough to allow a macro perspective of the work and
to allow for significant restructuring [37]. Appropriately developed process models
structure the domain and represent the parts that make up the whole. Relationships
between the parts can be defined and analyzed. Many traditional organizations have
divided work along traditional business function lines such as purchasing or accounts
payable. Line authority and incentive structures are often aligned with these departments.
Business processes often span these departments, however, and real improvements may
often be realized by managing business processes at the process level rather than in the
fragmented fashion associated with traditional departments [81, 151]. Viewed from a
broader perspective and subject to appropriate analysis, work steps can often be
integrated, simplified, streamlined, and in some cases eliminated. A few of the many
examples of successful and significant improvements available are found in the literature
[78, 79, 151, 160].
Business processes vary in the degree to which they are supported by information
technology (IT). Among many others, Schnitt [151] and Kowal [101] recommend that
processes be defined in terms of what is done before considering how IT might support
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the process. This is not necessarily new with regard to systems analysis and design.
Kowal, for example, suggested that during a systems analysis and design process, work
should be modeled and that artifacts be abstracted away from so that analysts consider the
essence of processing and data before thinking about what aspects of the work, if any,
should be automated. But Hammer [79, 80] and others have argued that goals for
improvement were not high enough and automation has been so limited to traditional
ways of doing work that organizations have overlooked many real opportunities to
improve.

1.1.3 The IDEFO Modeling Method
There are a variety of methods for modeling business processes. The IDEFO definition
method is one method commonly used to develop business activity models. This
methodology is used to define a functional or activity model of what an organization does.
The term "IDEF" comes from ICAM (Integrated Computer-Aided Manufacturing)
DEFinition language [161]. The IDEFO method grew out of the Air Force Integrated
Computer Aided Manufacturing project. The IDEFO activity modeling method is
designed to model the actions and activities of the organization or system.
Batteau [10, p. 113] points out that IDEFO is better for defining what an
organization does than for what business an organization should be in. He also points out
that IDEFO is geared toward the perspective of mid-level, functional managers.
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One thing that we have found is that it works best at the middle levels of analysis-the areas occupied by the jobs of functional managers. If one distinguishes
among four levels of analysis, ranging from mission to functionality to operations
to technical resources, then IDEF and similar modeling techniques work best at
the mid-levels. IDEF can help you understand your enterprise functions, and how
to optimize your processes. It cannot tell you what your mission is or what
business you should be in. At the opposite end of the scale, IDEF does not supply
sufficient detail of technical resources to satisfy the developers of information
systems. IDEF modeling is intentionally pitched to the functional manager--the
middle ranges of analysis.

IDEFO is based largely on a well established graphical language known as Structured
Analysis and Design Technique (SADT)[146-148]. This standard notation provides a
syntax that can free participants to be able to focus on the content of the business process.
Booch [16, p. 171] notes that " ... a standard notation makes it possible for an analyst or
developer to describe a scenario or formulate an architecture and unambiguously
communicate those decisions to others. Whitehead [173] points out that a good notation
relieves the brain of all unnecessary work and "sets it free to concentrate on more
advanced problems."
IDEFO is one method within a family of IDEF methods [113], and has been
chosen by the Department of Defense (DoD) as the process modeling method for its
functional process improvement initiative [55]. IDEFO models are valuable aids for
business and information systems analysis.
An IDEFO model consists of an activity hierarchy with the attending constraints

on those activities at multiple levels of detail. Business processes are decomposed into
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their detailed components. Each activity and its associated bounding Inputs, Controls,
Outputs, and Mechanisms (referred to in aggregate as ICOMs) are specified. ICOMs
show the information and physical objects that link and relate activities. Each activity and
ICOM is described in a glossary. When viewed in diagrams, activities are represented as
boxes and ICOMs are represented as arrows. Inputs enter the left of activities, controls
enter the top, outputs exit from the right, and mechanisms enter from the bottom. ICOMs
that leave the model, represent the interface between the modeled domain and its
environment [119]. Model boundaries and constraints that impact activities within the
model are made explicit.
The IDEFO method purposely abstracts away from organizational structure, actors,
sequence, and geographical location of work in order to focus on what is done without
bogging the modeler down in excessive detail--a trap to be avoided during process
analysis [38]. Thus, the IDEFO method unlike the IDEF3 method that focus on sequence
and precedence relationships [112] and simulation methods that include sequence and
probabilistic behavior. In IDEFO method, all temporal logic is removed to promote
generality and simplicity [113].
Stroustrup [155, p. 9] notes that "One of the most powerful intellectual tools for
managing complexity is hierarchical ordering, that is, organizing related concepts into a
tree structure with the most general concept at the root.". Consistent with this principle,
IDEFO embodies a hierarchical structure so that content may be modeled at multiple
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levels of detail. The ability to view different levels of detail is important because

or

human cognitive limitations on dealing with complexity [116].

Within IDEFO a parent's input, control, or mechanism may split (decompose) into
separate inputs, controls, or mechanisms that attach to different child processes. The
outputs of two or more child processes may join to form one output that is reflected as
such at the parent activity. Thus, logical classes ofICOM connections can be bundled
together into a more general ICOMs that enter or exit a decomposition, and therefore the
parent. Bundling on the parent diagram reduces the complexity of the more abstract parent
view.
Within the IDEFO method, ICOM arrows that bound a particular activity also
bound its corresponding decomposition diagram. ICOMs that enter or exit an activity are,
with rare exception, reflected as boundary arrows in the decomposition of that activity.
This is referred to as "balancing." Figure 1.1 provides an example of this balancing
concept.
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Figure 1.1 shows a model representation with much of the usual detail omitted. It
represents a decomposition diagram that includes activities AI, A2, and A3. The diagram
also shows the decomposition of Al into its child diagram that includes activities AI.I,
AI.2, and AI.3. The diagram also shows the decomposition of A3 into its child diagram.
An output of activity AI.3 is an input to activity A3.2. This linkage is also shown as an
output from activity Al and an input to activity A3 on the parent diagram.
Exceptions to balanced arrows are represented as tunneled arrows. A tunneled
arrow is either (1) a boundary arrow that did not appear on the parent diagram (Le., it has
a hidden source-- the arrow is neither linked through the parent to one of the parent's
siblings, not does it leave the model) or (2) an arrow that touches an activity box but does
not appear as a boundary arrow in the decomposition of that box (i.e., it has a hidden
destination in that it enters a parent activity but is not used by a child activity of the
parent). Marca and McGowan [109, p. 24] point out that there are certain instances where
a tunneled arrow can reduce the complexity of a model. However, they state that these
instances are rare exceptions, and that used inappropriately tunnels "can be crutches for
bad modeling" because they can omit connections of arrows that should exist in the
model. Hill and Robinson [83, p. 252] identify failure to adhere to parent-decomposition
balancing as one of the top five IDEFO usage errors.
Tunnels may signify that half of the arrow is not connected to a source or
destination--in effect is not specified or is dangling. A dangling arrows raises the question
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as to whether the source or destination of this arrow is outside or inside the model but has
not been identified. Recognition of such ambiguity can lead the analysts to ask about and
arrows origin or source and thus lead to more complete models. Linkages that otherwise
might be overlooked are identified and resolved. Thus tunnels signify ambiguities and
lack of completeness in a model. For example, unless used purposely to signify that a
tunneled ICOM at a parent level applies to all of the children it can be a symptom of one
of a number of possible problems: 1) the arrow in question doesn't belong at the parent-for why would it be at the parent ifit is not used by any of the children activities? 2) it
should really be attached to one or more of the child activities but has not been attached;
or 3) a child activity that would be bounded by that ICOM wasn't included in the
decomposition but should have been and be added.
Another possible problem suggested by tunnels is that parent arrows don't match
the child's arrows; that is, ICOM homonyms or synonyms exist at the different levels of
the model decomposition. For example, if an output called Request to customer and an
input called Response from customer are attached at a parent activity, and in the activity's
decomposition, Additional InfOrmation Request is attached as an output to one child
activity, and Information request response is an input to a different activity, tunnels would
be shown on all four arrows since parent and tunnel arrows do not balance. Since
excessive tunnels signal inconsistently, incompleteness, and ambiguity, careful modelers
limit their frequency.
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Balancing, bundling, and multiple levels of abstraction and other provisions within
the IDEFO method represent structure that gives IDEFO exposition power and rigor that
are not available in many less structured modeling methods. Since parts of models are
linked through multiple levels of abstraction and tunnels point to problems, it is possible
to identify and eliminate homonyms and synonyms, ambiguity, and incompleteness. Since
relationships and activities are made explicit and ICOMs are defined in a glossary, users
of an IDEFO model are more likely to have the domain clearly in focus when analyzing
problems and opportunities for improvement. Moreover, impacts can be seen with more
clarity. Duran [57] points out that IDEFO has less diagrammatic complexity than that
found in traditional structured analysis such as Gane & Sarson [67], Demarco [43], and
Yourdon [179], and yet the semantics associated with the simple graphical semantic
conventions communicates more semantic information with less ambiguity.

1.2 Problems with Current Model Development Support Approaches

A number of researchers [22, 93, 156] have noted that large modeling projects are
difficult to complete and validate in a timely manner. Models often take so long to
complete that model-based recommendations are not available in time to influence major
design decisions.
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In addition, projects often suffer from inadequate involvement [26, 39].
Involvement from experts is important because analysts usually are not experts in the
business domain [33, 119] and because if changes are not led by the business owners or
managers, there is little likelihood of meaningful change [78]. Thus, involvement during
model development and analysis is important for model accuracy as well as for the
political ramifications of involvement.
Notwithstanding this need for involvement, models have traditionally been
developed by individuals and small groups because of the complexity and difficulties
involved when larger groups participate in the modeling process. IDEFO modeling
meetings have been conducted with a small group of five to nine people because it is
difficult to keep a larger group productive. Traditional tool support has not allowed large
numbers of individuals to conveniently contribute to a model. Small-group IDEF
modeling is usually conducted in a chauffeured manner [128]--that is, a facilitator or
group leader elicits input from participants. The group uses flip charts, white boards, or
pencil and paper to define the objects and descriptions. Diagrams are typically drawn on
white boards or transparencies. Often, a second shift of modelers transcribe this
information into a commercially available, single-workstation IDEFO tool so that time to
do this is not taken during active model development with the group. Single-user IDEFO
tools act as model repositories, as well as semantic checking devices. The group reviews
the model via printouts or directly on the computer screen as the facilitator leads the
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group through model development and review. As a result models are developed slowly,
with limited, restrictive forms of participation.

1.3 The Potential of EMS to Increase Participation and Productivity

This research will address the issue of whether Electronic Meeting Systems (EMS)
designed specifically to support large groups during the development of IDEFO models
can increase direct participation, speed model development, and produce high quality
models. EMS have been shown to increase participation, quality, and volume produced
during some types of meetings [50, 128].

1.3.1 Components of EMS
EMS consist of three components [48, 128]. The first is a meeting room equipped with
networked computer workstations for all participants, and a large-screen video projection
system upon which information can be displayed (an electronic blackboard). The second
EMS component is group support software that enables participants to contribute ideas,
analyze options, vote on alternatives, and so forth. The third component is a facilitator,
who may assist in developing the agenda, chairing the meeting, &Ild helping participants
use the technology. Dennis, George, Jessup, Nunamaker, and Vogel [47, p. 593] provided
a somewhat broader definition of EMS:
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... an information technology-based environment that supports group meetings,
which may be distributed geographically and temporally. The IT environment
includes, but is not limited to, distributed facilities, computer hardware and
software, audio and video technology, procedures, methodologies, facilitation, and
applicable group data. Group tasks include, but are not limited to, negotiation,
conflict resolution, systems analysis and design, and collaborative group activities
such as document preparation and sharing.

Huber [87] noted that many first generation EMS were task-driven. That is, they were
created to support a singular task such as electronic brainstorming. Later generations of
EMS, such as GroupSystems [165] produced by Ventana Corporation and VisionQuest
produced by Collaborative Technologies [Technologies, 1995 #176], provide software
tool kits that are collections of specific tools that can be used to support various meeting
activities. Kranz and Sessa [102] provided a recent review of commercially available
same-time-same-place EMS. These tools are activity driven in the sense that they have
components to support specific group activities--such as brainstorming, idea
categorization, and group voting--rather than being one indivisible system to support the
entire process of a meeting [35]. Figure 1.2 represents different meeting tasks and
specific tools within GroupSystems that support the accomplishment of these tasks.
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Figure 1.2 - Group Systems Tool to Activity Mapping

1.3.2 Benefits of EMS
EMS may provide at least three functions to participants: 1) parallel communication; 2)
anonymity; and, 3) group memory [47, 51, 128]. EMS supports parallel communication
of individuals through networked computers instead of, and in addition to, verbal
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communication. Parallel communication can reduce one of the most important meeting
productivity blockers or "process losses" [154] resulting from the need to take turns
speaking (or otherwise contributing). In a traditional non-EMS supported meeting, if
twelve persons participate equally in a one hour meeting, each expert spends five minutes
contributing information and 55 minutes listening (or at least not contributing). Parallel
communication allows all participants to contribute information, ideas, and opinions
simultaneously so that information is gathered much more quickly.
Anonymity may improve meetings by decreasing both pressure to conform and
evaluation apprehension. Without anonymity, low ranking participants may withhold
comments due to the fear of saying something unpopular, even if the comments would
prove beneficial. Group members may also feel a pressure to conform to majority opinion
or more senior participants, even if such pressure is not intended.
Finally, EMS provide a group memory by electronically recording all information
entered into the respective computers. Participants can view information entered by others
during the meeting. Participants may also take time to read and think without fear of not
attending to all comments at once. A log of the meeting can be made available to
participants after the meeting to help remember what was discussed and agreed upon.
Electronic Meeting Systems (EMS) have shown promise in helping large groups
of individuals contribute directly and productively during meetings [127, 127]. EMS
support for information capture and idea generation have been very promising. For
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example, laboratory experiments have indicated that EMS groups can generate more
information and ideas of higher quality in a given amount of time than non-EMS groups
[66, 163]. EMS clearly benefit larger groups more than smaller groups. Recent research
has suggested that EMS can improve the efficiency and quality of meeting output for
cross-functional groups addressing complex issues [128]. Moreover, EMS may be more
useful to address complex problems than artificial, narrow problems [46, 50].
The effect of EMS on meetings is dependent upon characteristics of the group
(Le., size, cohesiveness, hierarchical mix, history); task (Le., type, complexity); context
(Le., organizational culture, politics, climate for change); technology (Le., hardware,
software, facility); and process (Le., methodology, anonymity, level of participation,
facilitation, and interaction among group members)[47]. Together these factors affect the
process of the meeting which in turn produces the outcome (See Figure 1.3). EMS
research on modeling has been limited to models that are not semantically complex [35,
82]. Semantically complex models, however, are the hubs for much business analysis.
Significant resources are expended in the public and private sector to develop
semantically complex business models.
The research reported in this dissertation addresses a specific task, namely group
construction ofIDEFO models. It explores appropriate meeting processes to support this
task. It also includes and evaluation of different types of technological support in the
forms of different EMS features designed to support that modeling task.
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Use of an EMS-IDEFO tool may provide opportunities not available with singleuser tools. All information may not need be channeled through a scribe to become part
of the model. This may reduce a significant bottleneck that has existed in the traditional
modeling process. Likewise, multiple participants may access model information without
being restricted to the specific information being shown by a facilitator. Such direct
access may aid in model conceptualization and review [136]. Group access may make it
possible for parts of a model to be worked on in parallel, potentially speeding model
development and making it more efficient [41, 48]. Faster model development may
reduce the tendency for business and system improvement projects to bog down in
analysis paralysis [38]. The fact that models may be developed in shorter time may also
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make it possible for the most important business experts to be away from work for shorter
periods of time, thus increasing the likelihood that the "best" people will participate
during model development and analysis.

1.4 Facilitation Methods for Developing Models with Groups

Modeling involves the construction of abstractions that represent a domain. Modelers
must detennine the appropriate amounts of detail, item labels, and descriptions. Modelers
must also grasp how parts of the model fit together--including mUltiple layers of
abstraction and ICOM constraint relationships amongst different parts of the model. This
is a challenging task even when the modeling is done by an experienced, single IDEFO
author, but the complexity is mUltiplied when mUltiple individuals work together,
especially in parallel, to fonn abstractions that all can agree upon.

The three most significant sources oflDEFO model development guidance [83,
89, 109] give suggestions for modeling that are relevant to single authors or when a group
perfonns modeling together. They are silent regarding how to work on model parts in
parallel and then to put them together--or conversely to work on parts that stay
integrated. The issue of how to support parallel work is not addressed.
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Fox [63] points out that it is much easier to generate divergent content than to
integrate that content. Although EMS supports rapid parallel generation of divergent
content, such content can be notoriously difficult to bring to convergence. Abstractions
formed apart can be very difficult to reconcile later [104]. Fox [63], therefore, points out
that in some cases it is better to structure the group process and tool application in a way
that avoids excessive divergence.
Assuming the existence of a group IDEFO tool that allows for parallel model
entry, methods may need to be developed to allow some parallel work. The alternative is
to have the large group be guided through the modeling exercise in chauffeured fashion.
However, this may severely limit the group's productivity by failing to take advantage of
the capability.of the group tool to support parallel work. Some of the techniques
suggested to single modelers by IDEF experts may need revision to overcome the singular
focus inherent in the chauffeured approach to enable a group to be effective when using
a group modeling tool.
A difficulty arises when different participants work on different parts of the model
in parallel because unlike an individual who performs modeling serially and thus
comprehends all previously developed abstractions, multiple participants working in
parallel must monitor and periodically come up to speed on the parts of the model being
developed by other participants. Otherwise, redundancy may arise in a model. Cross
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review of work may be necessary so that participants see how parts of the work expressed
in the model fit together. Otherwise, simple, parsimonious models will not be realized.

1.5 Research Questions

This research addresses a number of questions. An EMS specifically designed to support
group development of IDEFO models may make the model development process more
productive than traditional modeling support. It may overcome process losses inherent in
the traditional approach to enable more people to participate productively, speed model
development, and produce high quality models. In order to explore these possibilities, an
EMS-IDEFO tool must be developed and refined. This leads to the first research question:

1.

What tool features are important in a group-enabled modeling environment
to support effective group contribution during construction of complex
semantic models? How do such features aid the development of models by
a group?

These general questions span a number of more specific questions. What is the role of a
shared work space in the model construction process? Since single-user IDEFO tools were
made for use by sophisticated analysts, can a tool be created with a simple interface that
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can be used by novice participants? Can a group tool be developed that will support
effective capture of an ICOM list so that ICOM homonyms and synonyms are eliminated?
How can model graphics be provided for a group to support conceptualization and review
of models? What provision for adherence to the IDEFO rules should be provided by a
group tool? What features will aid the group and the facilitator in the reconciliation of
models?
Assuming the existence of such an environment, will it speed the development of
IDEFO model development? This leads to the second research question:

2.

Do EMS findings of productivity improvements for general meeting tasks
generalize to EMS support of the development of semantically complex
models?

Moreover, since models have traditionally been developed by smaller groups, it is not
clear which modeling methods will allow parallel contribution while still producing
rigorous, complete, and unambiguous models. Direct access by novices may lead to
models that are less rigorous and consistent unless proper facilitation is employed. The
next research addresses the modeling method question:
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3.

Can a model development approach be designed for use with an EMS-IDEFO
tool that will support more direct participation be significantly faster than
traditional support, and result in high quality models?

This question involves a number of issues. Can some of the methods suggested by IDEFO
experts be adapted for groups in a way that allows parallel work and yet produces quality
models? If so, will these methods be conservative, akin to methods currently espoused by
experts, or will approaches that utilize more loosely coupled work be effective? Will more
loosely coupled approaches better support parallelism so that initial model content can be
generated in parallel and later be reconciled into parsimonious representations? What
model quality and model development speed will be realized with such approaches?

1.6 Description of the Study and Approach

In order to obtain insight into the desirability of specific EMS-IDEFO tool features, an
evolutionary prototype and evaluation approach is used. Software is developed and
evaluated with real business groups, and iteratively refined. Different meeting methods
are designed for use with the EMS-IDEFO environment are also investigated. A
comparison of participation, model development productivity, and model quality are
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made across EMS-IDEF (E-IDEF) supported and traditionally supported (T-IDEF)
modeling approaches.

1.7 Summary

This research explores the development and use of an EMS-IDEFO environment as a way
of increasing direct participation, improving model development productivity, and model
quality. Meeting approaches to accompany this environment are also be investigated.
Comparisons are made across "real world" E-IDEF efforts and T-IDEF efforts.
The next chapter of this dissertation presents a literature review of some of the
concepts discusses in this chapter. Next, in Chapter 3, the research approach and
constructs will be defined in detail. Chapter 4 will include findings on both the
desirability of specific tool features and from the comparison of different modeling
methods. Chapter 5 will present a discussion of these findings. Chapter 6 will outline the
contributions and limitations of this research as well as provide suggestions for future
research.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Uses of Models

2.1.1 Model Use in Business and Information Systems Analysis
The following six steps adapted from Daniels [34] represent a generic sequence for
leading organizations through the re-engineering or functional process improvement (FPI)
process:
1.

Vision establishment/confirmation. Representatives of the organization create
or confirm the organizational mission, strategies, and goals to set both the context
and scope for the re-engineering process. Representatives must thus step outside
oftheir functional departments and take a holistic view of the organization.

2.

Model Development. Representational participants create a business activity
model that captures all business activities and the relationships among those
activities.

3.

Model Analysis. Techniques can be employed to find redundant or inefficient
activities. Better ways to perform the work are elicited and modeled.
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4.

Action Proposal Generation. Planning is performed to implement the changes
required in the organization.

S.

Implementation. This is the execution of the plan generated in step 4.

6.

Evaluation.

Good management of the re-engineering process requires the

evaluation of the work performed at each stage.

This six-step sequence is necessarily a simplification of the actual events involved in
analysis because it is not possible to completely decouple the model analysis step from
the model-development step This study will focus mostly on step 2 and somewhat on step
3 of the above sequence.

2.1.2 Definition of and Purposes of Models
One of the major factors that leads to misunderstandings during modeling and analysis
is the complexity of the communication and decision making processes among members
of the project team [21]. Business leaders, workers, and analysts-- a heterogenous group-need to understand the domain [106]. A model is a very helpful artifact for driving toward
a shared understanding. Both SMEs and analysts learn and clarify the domain during
model development and use.
A model allows a user to abstract away from unimportant aspects of a domain in
order to bring useful aspects of the domain into focus. Abstraction is both common and
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necessary to deal with.

Models vary in specificity ranging from formal, clearly

documented relationships to vague notions of sequence or cause and effect. Models do
not have to be comprehensive in scope or completely representative of reality to be useful
[23, p.313], but sufficient scope and accuracy of representation are necessary for a model-.,
.to be a reliable analysis and management device.
Formal business or information systems models are sometimes developed in
collaboration of an expert modeler and one or more SMEs. During the model
development a modeler asks questions of the SMEs and helps them structure logical
content into a formal structured representation.
Any model formalization includes only what is represented in the model artifact,
but is blind to all else. This means that formalized models are simpler samples of the
domain than the mental models held by knowledgeable business personnel that
contributed to the formalized model. Since only limited detail is represented in formalized
models, personnel possessing rich understanding of the domain should be involved in
making decisions about ways to improve business functions. Curtis, Kellner, and Over
[32] provided a useful definition of a model:
A model is an abstract representation of reality that excludes much of the world's
infinite detail. The purpose of a model is to reduce the complexity of
understanding or interacting with a phenomenon by eliminating the detail that
does not include its relevant behavior.. Therefore, a model reveals what its creator
believes is important in understanding or predicting the phenomena modeled.
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The IDEF Users Group Standards and Specifications Committee IDEFO Working Group
[89, p. 9] define a model as follows:
A model is a representation of a set of components of a system or subject area.
The model is developed for understanding, analysis, improvement or replacement
of the system. Systems are composed of interfacing or interdependent parts that
work together to perform a useful function. System parts can be any combination
of things: people, infonnation, software, processes, or equipment. The model
describes what a system does, what controls it, what things it works on, what
means it uses and what it produces.

According to Ross [147], "M is a model ofS (a system [or a business domain]) ifM can
be used to answer questions about S." Or more specifically, "M is a model ofS ifM can
be used to answer (a well defined set of) questions about S (to a tolerance adequate for

astated purpose)."

As Mayer, Painter, and de Witte [113, p. 31] point out, models are

based on assumptions and are simplifications of the real world system and are presumed
"to hold true across the range of design situations to which the model will be applied to
predict real-world behavior. Therefore, a model must be complete and internally
'conSl'stent to ensure its usefulness." Consistency, completeness, and accuracy are
important aspects of a model that make it useful for its intended purpose.
In general tenns, models increase understanding of salient dimensions of the
domain as well as support concise communication among management, subject matter
experts (SMEs), and business or systems analysts. Models can be used to promote
understanding and conduct analysis.
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2.2 Participation and Representation

Although involvement does not always lead to easier acceptance of business and
information system change [90], a number of studies have found positive correlations
[8][65]. For instance, of the 56 decision-support development projects studied by Alter
[2], 15 were resisted by users. In 11 of 15 of the resisted systems, users had neither
initiated the project, nor participated much during development. Conversely, of the 12
implementations where user initiation and participation were high, only two were resisted.
The literature also notes the importance of worker involvement [81] and management
involvement [78] during business modeling and redesign.
Davenport and Stoddard [39] note that involvement from two types of people is
important during process analysis and redesign. First, high-level process designers are
needed to analyze across specific functional areas, "because only those in positions
overlooking mUltiple functions may be able to see opportunities for innovation [across
related functional areas]." Significant improvement often requires restructuring ofa broad
scope--what Hall, Rosenthal, and Wade [78] refer to as "breadth." Second, involvement
is also required from people closest to the work who know the details of process steps,
flow, and constraints. Perspectives of both groups must be considered to obtain the best
results [39]. In addition to gaining the expertise possessed by various individuals,
obtaining involvement is also important from a buy-in standpoint. Improvements must
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be moved from the conceptual to the implementation stage, and it is commonly held that
individuals not participating in or represented during analysis and design are less likely
to cooperate during implementation. Davenport and Stoddard [39,. p. 125] note that they,
" . .. have observed several post-re-engineering work execution teams that paid little
attention to the prescribed process design, at least partly because they had no hand in its
creation." Thus, it is important to involve individuals and representatives from various
constituencies during process modeling and design.
Mumford [121] delineated a three-level continuum of user involvement during
design and decision making during design: 1) consultative design leaves decision making
to the analyst staff. Users are just sources of infonnation with little influence or control.

2) representative design involves selected user representatives during design and in
decision making, and 3) consensus design where users are responsible and continually
involved throughout the entire design process. It is commonly believed that the
consultative design approach is risky at best. Consensus design is not always practical
particularly where the number of stakeholders is large. The intennediate option of
representative design is often an appropriate compromise. Key stakeholders can infonn
and guide the direction of the analysis and design of change.
When stakeholder representatives work together to build the organizational model,
they share their views and practices in describing the business activities that make up the
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business process model. For most participants, the model building process is the first
time they have described their activities in tenns of the other activities in the organization.
This may also be the first time they have described their activities from within the
viewpoint of the corporate mission. Much of the discussion of what activities are
performed also addresses how they are performed. During these discussions, many
process improvement ideas are revealed. In this way, the act of building the model is one
fonn of Enterprise Analysis. Questions are asked about the model and permutations are
explored.

2.3 Novices as Participants

When analysts and SMEs work together to develop models for business and/or
information system change, SMEs act as business experts and analysts act as method
experts. This is often true because it is not deemed practical to train business experts in
sophisticated modeling languages [72]. In addition SMEs frequently lack the experience
with the rigorous structured logic required to develop sophisticated information systems
[69, 111]. This is true for IDEFO model development.
The basic concepts of IDEFO are simple enough to be quickly grasped by
modeling novices, but the development of integrated, parsimonious models is best
performed with the assistance of someone who understands the modeling process and the
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reasons for the IDEFO conventions. Ross [148, p. 85] stated that a course of one to two
weeks is required to teach basic IDEFO concepts, and that afterwards, learning continues
with practice. Provision of such a course has been more common in the past. For
example, in Dennis, et al.'s [48] sample of traditionally supported IDEFO model
development efforts, SMEs typically received several days of IDEFO training before
modeling. Unless clients specifically ask for more extensive training, it is now common
for to receive from two to eight hours of training. While some of the basics of the IDEFO
method can be applied to small examples by relative novices, developing the larger, more
complex models common to business practices require much more training than is
practical to provide to session participants. Robert Munck stated this as follows:

IDEFO diagrams and models, if done correctly and well, are extremely easy to
understand for people who know nothing of the IDEFO methodology.
The IDEFO methodology, which can be used to produce those
understandable models, is both complex and subtle, and for most people requires
several weeks of instruction and several months of practice as an apprentice to
learn. It's very much like learning to be a good writer, painter, or sculptor; many
of the "tricks of the trade," rules of thumb, and ways of approaching a problem
that are taught in writing or art courses. You don't have to understand perspective
or color balance to enjoy a painting, even though the artist spent a great deal of
time on both.
It's both a blessing and a curse ofIDEFO that people can pick up some of
the basics of the notation, apply native intelligence and common sense, and
produce useful diagrams and models for small examples. The curse is that level
of understanding does not "scale up" to larger projects. [122]
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Consultants from American Management Systems [142, p. 148] provided minimal IDEFO
training to business experts and stated that they were able to use admittedly low quality
IDEFO models to speed and structure their analysis, but use of fragmented, non-integrated
models have their limits. Pamela Owens [133], an employee of the Coe-Truman
Consulting Company, mentioned at a recent IDEFO conference that her company had
spent 2.5 person months "redoing" a model that had been originally constructed in a poor
fashion by non-IDEFO experts.
Since larger projects are much more complex to model, SMEs must be guided
through a process that produces high quality models. Thus a necessary but sometimes
uneasy alliance between analysts and SMEs is common [64]. Model construction is a
collaborative effort among managers, other business personnel, and modeler/analysts.

2.4 Model Elicitation Approaches

Serial interviews conducted by analysts and structured meetings are two common
approaches for involving SMEs during modeling and analysis. The serial interview
approach often falls within the consultive design or representative design categories.
Whereas the structured meeting approach generally falls within the representative design
and less frequently consensus design categories.
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2.4.1 Serial Interviews
With this approach, an analyst conducts serial interviews with SMEs. The analyst
interviews and synthesizes information from different individuals in a serial fashion.
Consequently, this process is essentially reductionistic--different parts of the domain are
addressed by different SMEs largely in isolation from each other. Abstractions formed
apart can be very difficult to reconcile when this reconciliation is attempted in a serial
fashion [104, 175].
This serial approach increases the likelihood of misunderstandings. Individuals
may misinterpret model content resulting from an earlier interviews. They may assume
that comprehension and agreement has occurred when it does not [106]. Users are less
likely to explore activities outside their specific expertise or limited business area than
when group meetings are used.

The analyst, rather than a representative group,

synthesizes the models from the interviews. When requirements or priorities conflict, the
analyst either tries to guide the parties to a compromise or convenes stakeholders for a
resolution meeting. This serial approach for model development and analysis can be very
time consuming [5]. One device used to allow individuals to comment on previous work
is a "kit review" [161]. Models or documents are compiled and circulated for review and
comment. Upon collection of the comments, the models are revised as necessary. This
process continues until the models are stable. While kits may be useful, they are inferior
to face-to-face meetings for communication and negotiation [175]. Kits have other
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liabilities: It can be difficult to get kits back on time and is difficult to detennine how
much attention a kit has received from a reviewer.

2.4.2 Traditional Structured Group Meetings
To overcome some limitations of the serial interview approach, structured group
meetings are sometimes used to bring stakeholders together to define a common
representation, analyze, and design business processes and infonnation systems. Curtis,
Krasner, and Iscoe [33, p. 1279] point out that serial processes and documentation are
inadequate for resolving misunderstandings about requirements or design decisions
among project members on large projects. Forging a common understanding of these
issues required face-to-face interaction. They also found that a lot of time was spent in
these types of meetings. During face-to-face meetings, insight from various individuals
can be pooled. Advocates for a particular course of action can discuss pros and cons in
detail while impacted stakeholders are present. Conflicting needs and priorities can be
balanced and commitment to the "group solution" obtained.
Structured meetings are differentiated from regular meetings by careful planning,
meeting structure, and guidelines for facilitator and participant discipline. The Joint
Application Development (JAD) meeting method is one type of structured meeting. JAD
originated at IBM in the late 1970s [5, 175] and gained recognition in the infonnation
system community as an effective method for obtaining requirements and perfonning
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design in the 19808 [25]. This methodology involves an intensive structured workshop
where SMEs are assisted by information systems personnel and guided by an experienced
session leader [106]. Carmel [24,25] notes that little carefully controlled research has
been done to compare JAD sessions with other design approaches largely because of the
impracticality and expense of performing controlled comparative studies. However, there
have been a number of studies that have compared JAD to the serial interview approach.
Generally speaking JAD appears to be significantly better. Carmel [24] provides a
synopsis of these studies.
JAD seems to save time. For example, one study [61] found that projects using
JAD during systems design required 30-40% less time than non-JAD projects, while
another study found that JAD saved over 75% [59]. Beyond time saved, JAD has also
been found to diminish the likelihood of missed or incorrect system requirements. For
example, Jones [94] found that projects using JAD had 50% less defects during the
requirements stage and 25% less defects during the design stage (percents are not
cumulative) than projects that did not use JAD. These statistics reflect the value of getting
stakeholders together to form commonly accepted, negotiated solutions. JAD meeting
principles have not been restricted to information system analysis and design meetings.
They have also been used for general meetings [31].
Four essential elements of the JAD method have been adopted for general use in
a variety of structured meetings [26]. These are presented in Table 2.1.
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1. Facilitation

A designated leader (or leaders) manages the meeting. Some
JAD practitioners consider the meeting leader to be key to
process success, even more so than the act of gathering the
users into one place.

2. Agenda Setting/Structure

The meeting objectives and plan of action should be defined.

3. Documentation

One or more designated scribes carefully document
everything in the meeting. Various lists are rigorously
maintained.

4. Group Dynamics
Management

Group dynamics techniques are used to encourage creativity
(brainstorming), resolve disagreements, and enforcing
speaker protocols (on speaker at a time).

Table 2.1 - Four Essential Elements of the JAD Method

2.4.3 Limitations of Traditional Structured Design Meetings
Structured meeting techniques have been used to bring SMEs and analysts together to
build and analyze IDEFO models. These techniques have some limitations, however.
IDEFO modeling meetings supported by these techniques have been conducted with a
small group of five to nine people because it is difficult to keep a larger group productive.
Traditional tools and meeting methods have not allowed large numbers of individuals to
conveniently contribute to a model. Small-group IDEF modeling is usually conducted in
a chauffeured manner [128]--that is, a facilitator or group leader elicits input from
participants. A scribe enters the information into a commercially available, singleworkstation, IDEFO tool. As the group uses verbal discussions, flip charts, white boards,
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or pencil and paper to define the objects and descriptions, the modeler (or a scribe)
transcribes this information in the IDEFO tool to make an electronic copy of the model.
These tools act as model repositories. When a sophisticated tool is used that includes
semantic checking, the tool also provides semantic checking to the modeler. The group
reviews the model via printouts or directly on the computer screen as the facilitator leads
the group through model development.
There are pros and cons of this approach. A benefit of the chauffeured mode is that
all participate during the development of all parts of the model. Thus, all group members
discuss all the model content and do not lose sight of model content developed by
someone else. Negative ramifications of modeling in a chauffeured mode include
limitations on input and modeling speed since participants are limited to a single focus
rather than working in parallel on different parts of the model.
Since a handful of individuals describe the entire work activity, it is common for
an IDEFO modeling session to last from three to five weeks, and sometime much longer
depending on the scope and complexity of the domain being modeled [48]. Because
traditional tools and meeting methods have limited direct involvement in the modeling
. process to a relative handful of people, there are sometimes too few to really address the
problem at hand, from either a content or political perspective. Agreement is forged by
a small rather than a large group. Those not in attendance are not privy to all of the
discussions and rational for the representations and decisions, nor has their input been
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obtained. Consequently, there is more risk that such individuals and the constituents they
represent will not buy-in to the model or the proposals. Thus, the output from the small
group likely has less legitimacy than when a larger group of representatives develops and
agrees upon the model [175].

2.5 EMS Support for Business Modeling

2.5.1 Electronic Meeting Systems
A variety of meeting types exist. Meetings vary across a number of dimensions including
group size, participant proximity, and time dispersion [47, 128]. Figure 2.1 represents
meeting types along these dimensions. This dissertation focuses on technological support
for face-to-face meetings [92, p. 15]. Technological support can have different emphases.
Briggs and Nunamaker noted that currently existing technology can be grouped into three
classes: 1) technology to support individual productivity, 2) to support coordinative
activity, and 3) to support group dynamics [18]. Figure 2.2, adapted from Briggs and
Nunamaker, reflects these different emphases.
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Figure 2.1 - Group Meeting Types

Parallel Communication
Structured Processes
Idea Triggering
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Idea Generation
Idea Organization
Alternative Evaluation
Consensus Building

Coordination Level
Coordinate Activity, Share Information,
Team Database, E-Mail, Team Scheduling
Workflow Automation, Project Mgt, Video

Individual Productivity Improvement Level
Text Editing, Spreadsheet, Presentation Graphics, Personal
Database

Figure 2.2 - Emphases of Technological Support
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Past research on collaborative meeting technology has gone under a variety of
names. Some of the technology has been more decision centric. Thus, it was referred to
as group decision support systems. This tenn was deemed to narrow because researchers
soon realized that collaborative technology was being used for much more than decision
making during meetings [51, 150]. Communication, ideation, group writing and other
nondecision tasks are supported by collaborative technology. Thus the names "group
support systems" (GSS) and "electronic meeting systems" (EMS) were coined. The term
EMS connotes support for face-to-face meetings rather than distributed meetings. For ease
of exposition, EMS will be the term used throughout this literature review and this
dissertation.
Since the interactions among group characteristics, task, context, technology, and
process are complex and hard to control, it is difficult to draw sweeping conclusions
regarding the effectiveness of EMS technology. A number of authors, however, have
provided broad reviews of past research on collaborative technology. The following table
represents a synthesis of five published literature summaries. The outcome variables
represent effects that have been studied in comparison of EMS versus non-EMS meetings.

Review Type:

Qualitative Reviews

Meta-Analyses

Outcome
Variables

McLeod (1992)
[115]
n=12

Benbasat and Lim
(1993) [12]
n=31

Pinsonneault and
Kraemer (1990)
[139]

Dennis, Vogel, &
Nunamaker
(1991)[50] n = 35

Dennis and
Gallupe (1993)
[46]

Task Focus

better with EMS

nla

better with EMS

nla

nla

Equity of
Participation

better with EMS

nla

better with EMS

nla

better with EMS

Time to
completion

longer in lab
shorter in field

longer with EMS

longer in lab
shorter in field

nla

shorter for
generation tasks

Effectiveness

nla

nla

nla

mixed in lab
better in field

nJa

Participant
satisfaction with
process

higher in field
mixed in lab

mixed

better with EMS

mixed in lab
higher in field

higher in large
groups than small
groups

Decision Quality

mixed

better with EMS

better with EMS

nla

mixed

Consensus

less with EMS

less with EMS

better with EMS

nla

mixed

Number of
alternatives

nla

more with EMS

nla

nla

more with EMS

i

Table 2.2. Synthesis of GSS Research Summaries
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Table 2.2 shows that different results for some outcome variables are produced in the
laboratory studies (experimentally controlled studies, typically with small groups and
narrow tasks) than in field studies (typically with larger groups and non-trivial tasks).
Generally speaking EMS increases task focus. Pinsonneault and Kraemer [138]
suggest that EMS increase the depth of analysis, the task-oriented communication, and
efforts to clarify the task. McLeod notes that the removal of barriers to communication
helps groups consider larger numbers of alternatives than manual support.
EMS also improves equity of participation and reduces domination [47, 180].
Nunamaker et al. [128] suggest that the equalizing effect of this technology is due to
simultaneous participation and anonymous contribution.
EMS results in longer time to completion in lab studies with small groups. With
larger, non-experimental groups, however, EMS seems to significantly reduce time to
completion. For example, two corporations (IBM and Boeing) which have applied
TeamFocus to their internal operations and monitored the results have concluded that the
technology reduced meeting times by mor~ than 50% and project times by as much as
90% [76, 141]. The ability of EMS to mitigate some process losses is important to the aim
of this research. IDEF models have been developed by small groups because of the
productivity limitations of traditional support approaches. Artificially restricting group
size because of process impediments may reduce the quality of model input and
jeopardize participant buy-in.
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Studies reviewed by Dennis, Vogel, and Nunamaker [50] found that EMS resulted
In

no difference or improvements in effectiveness in the lab with small groups.

Conversely, in large groups, effectiveness was generally increased (e.g., [49, 124, 131,
167]).
EMS resulted in mixed results regarding participant satisfaction in the lab, but was
generally higher than traditional meetings when used by large groups in the field [132,
162, 167].
EMS impact on consensus has been mixed. For example, GSS has decreased
consensus [71, 86] or has produced mixed effects [157, 169].
EMS impact on decision quality has been mixed. EMS are successful, however,
in increasing the number of alternatives generated [70, 163].

2.5.2 Use of EMS for Collecting Model Information from Groups

2.5.2.1 From Single-User, Analyst Tools to General Group Support Tools
The current EA research project stems back to the PSLIPSA [158] and Plexsys projects
[100]. PSLIPSA is an acronym for Problem Statement DefinitionlProblem Statement
Analyzer.

Early PSLIPSA research was a precursor to computer aided software

engineering (CASE) tools. The PSLIPSA research focused on using a computer system
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to help develop consistent, complete, and unambiguous system requirements. Later work
was directed toward automatic code generation based on those requirements.
During this later work, Nunamaker and Konsynski noted that end users had
difficulty defining a system using fonnallanguage. They observed that participants from
the Navy hired consultants to write their requirements in PSL. Before these requirements
could be committed to fonnal system specification, they needed to be defined and agreed
upon. Therefore, it was detennined that support should be provided to groups to assist
during this definition process. Since many of the groups that Nunamaker and Konsynski
worked with consisted of 10 to 20 people, they conceived of a special meeting room with
multiple workstations through which requirements, system flows, and data structures
could be defined. Special group tools were developed to support some meeting tasks.
In 1985 the first computer assisted group meeting facility called the Plexcenter
was opened at the University of Arizona. The software that supported it, developed by
UA students, faculty, and staffwas called Plexsys. Plexsys later became more elaborate
and was renamed as GroupSystems in the late 1980s. The tools making up the early
Plexsys tool kit included: brainstonning, issue analysis, voting, stakeholder identification,
and assumption surfacing. The Plexsys tools enabled users to communicate their
problems, identify and rank issues and alternatives, and to fonn a shared vision, but users
were only indirectly involved in the development of the more fonnal semantic models
required as the basis for systems. Users' input had to be filtered into more semantically
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structured representations by analysts in standalone systems. This filtering proved to be
a participation and productivity bottleneck.
During the first 18 months of its operation, it was discovered that Plexsys was
useful for general planning activities. Consequently the scope of use broadened beyond
requirements elicitation to general planning, problem solving, communication, and
negotiation [127, 128, 130]. This more general meeting emphasis has dominated the
same-time-same-place collaborative technology research over the last six to eight years.

2.5.2.2 Use of General EMS to Capture Systems or Model Information
Generally speaking, traditional EMS tools have been designed with simplicity in mind for
ease of use in gathering comments about topics. This is appropriate for many tasks such
as brainstorming on one or more topics, collecting ideas into differentiated topics, and
voting on or ranking topics. Decomposition of constraint-based models such as IDEFO
is much more complex than mere decomposition of activities alone.
Although useful for some tasks during modeling and analysis, general purpose
EMS tools were not designed to support the capture of information corresponding to all
of the semantic complexities of a structured modeling method such as IDEFO and data
flow diagraming. The next two sections focus on what we know from past research about
EMS as it applies toward group support of semantic information capture. Two different
streams of research have attempted to capture structured semantic information with EMS.
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The first stream of research has involved attempts to use general EMS tools to define
system requirements or specifications. This stream will be reviewed here. The second
stream of research has focused on development of new tools that are more specialized-that is, tools designed specifically to capture semantic information. That research will be
described in the section that follows this section.
Liou [107] researched the application of general EMS tools for the capture of
decision rules from non-analysts. She successfully used GroupSystems to elicit
knowledge from multiple experts to define the underlying decision rules for expert system
where no single user was the "expert" on all of the functions performed by the decision
center. Statements were captured in the "If.. Then" format. The parallel communication
dramatically reduced the production bottleneck that typically occurs when analysts use
interviews to conduct knowledge elicitation. After the meeting, the analysts were able to
code the production rules based on the comments captured during the meeting.
Carmel [24] Compared five electronically supported JAD (E-JAD) sessions with
five traditionally supported JAD (T-JAD) sessions. GroupSystems was used to support
the E-JAD meetings. Although E-JAD meetings included more participants, those in
attendance felt that they contributed more to the deliverable than individuals in the T-JAD
sessions.
Some general business and information process modeling was done during these
sessions in Carmel's study, but the study contains a number of confounds that make it
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difficult to interpret the findings. The average number of participants in the T -JAD
sessions was 8.2 while the average number of participants in the E-JAD session was 18.
The average T-JAD sessions lasted 2.5 days and the average E-JAD session lasted just
over half of a day. Nine of the ten session deliverables were not completed and the types
of deliverables developed in the meetings varied. This raises questions about
comparability of the E-JAD and T-JAD sessions since the -deliverables were not
consistent.
Regarding efficiency of process model development, in the sessions where process
definition was done, production in the E-JAD sessions was higher (4.6 process per hour)
than the T-JAD sessions (3.0 processes per hour) (p. 115). However, since there were
more people contributing in the E-JAD sessions, Carmel also normalized to obtain
processes per person hour. On this measure, the numbers reversed themselves (.78 for 1'JAD and.39 for E-JAD). However, these numbers were confounded by a number of
factors. First, the processes developed with T-JAD were more detailed that those
developed with E-JAD. Also, since process modeling speed probably increases as more
atomic processes are defined, the short time devoted to process analysis in the E-JAD
sessions probably limited meeting productivity.
Chen [28] pointed out that while the general EMS is helpful for many meeting
needs, the corresponding limitation in capturing structured information is significant.
Chen used very specific questions with general EMS as a way of getting participants to
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generate specific system infonnation. He gave people structured brainstorming questions
such as "what are the inputs, transactions, reports, and processes in application XYZ?"
He then took the infonnation produced into a CASE tool to further analyze and structure
it [27, p. 27].
Liou and Chen [106] conducted a pilot study where they used GroupSystems to
conduct JAD meetings with groups consisting of four graduate students. Each group used
GroupSystems to define system functions in a hierarchy and to define input, process, and
output for each function. These meetings lasted an average of 75 minutes, suggesting that
only very simple process models could be derived. Although the groupware was used for
these simple process definitions, no graphical representation was forged nor were the
inputs and outputs linked into a linked flow diagram. Such simple decompositions belies
the difficulty of using general EMS to generate more detailed models.
The above studies stopped short of developing semantic models and tended to be
geared toward collecting some system specification infonnation. The emphasis was on
applying general purpose EMS to collecting partial system specification infonnation
rather than on developing groupware that would enable groups of people to develop
detailed process models.
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2.5.2.3 EMS Designed to Capture Model Information
The goal of the Enterprise Analysis project at the University of Arizona has been to
develop group support software and facilitation techniques that will allow large groups
to contribute directly and productively during model development and analysis. Tools and
methods developed by researchers on this project have been used by large groups in a
number of business modeling and re-engineering sessions by current and past researchers
at Arizona [35, 42, 45,82]. A number of tool generations have been developed and used
to support business modeling.
Robert M. Daniels [34] and Glenda S. Hayes [82] (D&H) participated in the
Enterprise Analysis (EA) Project at the University of Arizona in 1990 and 1991. A
portion ofD&H's research focused specifically on tools to support a large group ofSMEs
during the development of process models.
For the research conducted for this dissertation, the emphasis of the Enterprise
Analyzer project has become more specific than when D&H were the tool architects.
Their conceived of a malleable process modeling tool that could be reprogrammed,
sometimes requiring significant effort, between modeling efforts to support the variable
desires of different sponsors [34, 168].
Tools developed by D&H were useful in capturing basic process decomposition
hierarchies, but were not developed to the point that they could elegantly support groups
building models with sophisticated semantic representations. This section summarizes
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lessons learned by D&H and the technological advancements that led to their groupenabled process capture tool.
D&H conducted a series of sessions where process models were developed by
groups of 10-20 people. Their ability to develop a large-group process modeling
environment was constrained by the hardware and software technology limitations at that
time.
In their first process modeling meeting, D&H assigned processes across small
subgroups and asked the SMEs making up these subgroups to use templates in
WordPerfect 5.1 to defme processes along with the reports and elements associated with
each process. Hayes [82, p. 148] described this as follows:
The first meeting, In-and-Out Processing, had relied exclusively on forming small
groups of three or four participants, gathered around a single terminal, and using
the standalone version of WordPerfect to define the processes that were to go into
the FD [Functional Description] .... a great deal of time was required by the
analyst team and the project leader to sift through the unstructured prose to ensure
that the processes had been defined in a consistent manner. The participants ..
. had received instruction for using the WordPerfect template forms, but the
software did not prevent them from entering information however they chose.

In an attempt to overcome the lack of structure inherent in word processing applications,
D&H determined that a database management system (DBMS) would be more
appropriate because it would support division of information across specific fields. A
DBMS could also provide a way of hiding information to reduce the complexity of
navigating between the processes and the information associated with the processes. A
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hierarchical list of activities could be browsed and specific infonnation could be attached
to each activity.
At that time,

a multi-user PC-based DBMS was not available that could

effectively support a group enabled, integrated application [82, 149]. For example, D&H
developed a process capture routine in the DBASEIII+ DBMS, but this DBMS locked the
entire table when any participant attempted to add a new record. This restriction made it
impossible for an entire group to edit records in the database in parallel.
The lack of provision for large text fields for process descriptions and slow
response time were other limitations of DBMS applications at the time.
D&H did use their initial DBMS application to present structured interfaces to
users. This improved the structure of the captured infonnation, but required that groups
working in parallel work on separate databases. Thus, D&H had subgroups work on
different processes during the day. Analysts met at night to attempt to consolidate the lists
and suppress overlap. This resulted in duplicate processes. It also resulted in homonyms
and synonyms for the names of processes, elements, and reports. This redundancy
reinforced the need for an integrated, group viewable list.
Later, D&H abandoned DBASEIII+ in favor of the newly available Dataflex
DBMS. Dataflex supported long, variable length fields. It also perfonned faster than
DBASEIII+. A process capture application developed in Dataflex did allow the appending
of new records while multiple participants edited within the database. Dataflex, however,
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did not support concurrency control [60] for large text fields [82, p. 166]. This limitation
allowed more than one participant to enter a specific variable-length text field at the same
time while not being aware that another person was editing that field. Consequently, one
of these people could finish first and post a change, while the other person was still
editing. When the later person posted the contents of his editing buffer to the database
field, it would write over the top of the change posted earlier. Clearly this was
undesirable. Therefore, a way to enforce concurrency control for description fields was
sought.
Hayes then developed an application called Enterprise Editor (EE) which could
be called by the Dataflex process capture application. EE supported long textual fields so
that textual process descriptions could be captured.

EE also checked whether an

individual was already editing a process description, and if so, prohibited others from
editing the field. In this way, multiple people could define different process definitions,
but concurrency control was maintained.
In summary, D&H found that a group enabled environment benefits from a
number of capabilities.
First, participants need a shared work space so that all participants can see and
contribute in parallel. Attempts to collect information in parallel in standalone tools led
to redundant contents that was difficult to reconcile.
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Second, the group-enabled modeling environment requires concurrency control.
Third, structured fields help participants structure the information that they enter.
By having different fields labeled explicitly to capture different types of information,
participants structure the corresponding information correctly. Without such structure
different types of information gets lumped together, making more work for analysts.
Fourth, the information hiding aspect of their tool proved helpful in managing
complexity for users. The ability to browse lists of activities and then to drill behind these
nodes to attach descriptions and other information reduced complexity for users.
Finally, long text fields with concurrency control are required. DBMS at that time
did not support such long fields while still providing concurrency control. Thus, D&H
found a way to combine DBMS and non-DBMS tools to provide this capability.
Daniels used this process modeling tool (p. 253) as did Carmel's [24, p. 134-135]
E-JAD groups. Users of this tool rated it reasonably highly on how well it supported
basic process decompositions. Participants could see all parts of the model and were able
to work on different parts of the process hierarchy in parallel with relative ease and speed.
This process model definition tool supported capture of organizational process
hierarchy rather than linked representations where parts of the hierarchy are linked
together concisely with other parts as in an IDEFO model.
A variation of the DataflexlEE process capture application was developed to
capture basic IDEFO model information for one session, but it lacked many features
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necessary to develop linked, parsimonious, semantically correct models. This application
captured activity descriptions and the names of inputs, outputs, controls, and mechanisms
for each activity, but did not include a unified ICOM list [82, p. 172]. Thus, participants
could decompose and describe processes, but did not try to forge the links between
processes, up and down the ICOM hierarchy, nor did they try to capture ICOM bundles
where specific ICOMs are aggregated into more generalized ICOMs. Lack of a unified
ICOM list resulted in homonyms and synonyms throughout the model. There was no
provision for an ICOM glossary to capture ICOM definitions, nor was the group guided
through the reconciliation of the model to suppress ICOM homonyms and synonyms.
Graphics generation was not conducted during the session but was limited to reports
generated at night or after the session was over. No node decomposition diagrams were
generated. Graphics were generated for atomic activities. In this early work, it was
assumed that analysts could collect a great deal of unintegrated information and that
information in this form would be sufficient for the analysts, or that analysts could
reconcile the information with little help from SMEs. Therefore, tool support and meeting
procedures to support reconciliation were not researched.
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2.6 Facilitation and Modeling Methods

Many studies have concluded that meetings have considerable time-wasting potential [54,
91, 120, 159, 171]. Meetings may suffer from many different types of process losses [128,
129]. This dissertation includes consideration of two different interventions that may help
overcome some process losses associated with group participation in IDEFO model
development: 1) facilitation methods that structure work, and 2) an EMS-IDEFO
modeling tool.
This section briefly addresses facilitation methods as they have been addressed by
the general meeting and GSSIEMS literature. Following this section, the next section
addresses literature on IDEFO modeling methods. The group IDEFO meeting methods
addressed in this research are informed by both of these literature domains.

2.6.1 Facilitation Roles, Goals, and Impacts
Viller [166, p. 81] notes that "A well recognised [sic] concept in group work is the role
of the group facilitator; someone who's responsibility it is to help the group in achieving
its objectives." Bostrom, Anson, and Clawson [17, p. 147] describe facilitation as follows:

Facilitation is a set of functions or activities carried out before, during, and after
a meeting to help the group achieve its own outcomes. The essential characteristic
of facilitation is to help make an outcome easier to achieve.
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2.6.1.1 Facilitation Roles
In recent research on facilitator roles, Clawson, et al. [29] identified and collected
facilitators' opinions regarding the importance of 16 facilitator roles in computersupported environments. These dimensions were synthesized from 1,444 critical incident
behavior statements by fifty experienced facilitators. These were ranked by these
facilitators in order of importance. Table 2.3 lists these facilitator roles along with brief
elaboration for clarity.
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Facilitation
Dimension *

Facilitator Role Dimension

1.

Plans and Designs Meeting Process: Preplans meeting.
Develops clear outcomes, designs agenda, and activities
based on outcome, time frame, and group characteristics

OPF

2.

Listens, Clarifies, and Integrates Information

OPF

3.

Demonstrates Flexibility: Adapts agenda and meeting
activities on the spot as needed.

OPF

4.

Keeps Outcome Focused

OPF

5.

Creates an Open Environment

6.

Selects and Prepares Technology: Matches computerbased tools to task(s), outcome(s), and group make-up.

7.

Directs and Manages Meeting: Ouides group through
agenda and use of technology. Sets stage for meeting and
each activity, sets time limits, enforces ground rules

OPF

8.

Develops and Asks Right Question

OPF

9.

Promotes Ownership and Responsibility

OPF

10.

Builds Rapport and Relationships

OPF

11.

Demonstrates Self-awareness

OPF

12

Manages Conflict and Negative Emotions Constructively

OPF

13.

Encourages and Supports Multiple Perspectives

TF

14.

Understands Technology and Capabilities

TF

15.

Creates ComfortlUnderstanding of Technology

OPF

TF

OPF

OPF
16.
Presents Information to the Group
Table 2.3 - Critical Facilitator Role Dimensions In Order of Perceived Importance.
Adapted from [29, 30]
'" TF- Technical Facilitation GPF- Oroup Process Facilitation
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The first column in Table 2.3 identifies the role behaviors that Clawson, et al. identified
as technical facilitation roles. These roles are specific to electronically supported
meetings. The other 13 apply to all meetings. Other facilitation related research has also
mentioned many of the above roles [11, 70, 128]

2.6.1.2 Targets of Facilitation: Task, Process, and Relationships

The above 16 roll dimensions generally span the three main targets of facilitation [17]:

1. Task/Content, e.g., the desired outcome or deliverable.
2. Process, e.g., the agenda, sequence, activities, and tool selection.
3. Relationships, e.g., trust, openness, agreement.

These three targets are interrelated. Task is a key determinant of processes that are
appropriate [63]. In many cases it is desirable to achieve a particular task while securing
agreement or "buy-in." In other cases positive relationships are the desired outcome. The
facilitators in Clawson and associates [~9] study acknowledged the role of the facilitator
in fostering openness, trust, ownership, and the like.
Process includes the sequence of, the means of, and the amount of information
collected and shared, as well as the means of evaluation and other structures that impact
the way tasks are achieved. Anson, et al. [3] define process structures as "formal and
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informal procedures, techniques, skills, rules, and technologies that organize and direct
group behavior processes." The structured intervention literature generally reflects that
the application of appropriate structured procedures produces better results than normal
group interaction. (See Bostrom, et al. [17] and Hirokawa and Gouran [84] for a more
comprehensive review.) In addition, more structured interventions are often superior to
less structured, naturally occurring interaction [118, 164, 172]. Finally, interventions that
support both effective task and relationship supporting processes tend to be better than
more narrowly focused interventions [17, 77].
It is generally acknowledged that facilitators are supposed to employ structure that

enhances the group process (such as effectiveness and efficiency) without affecting the
content of the decision [3, 143]. Yet by improving the process, whether through effective
application ofGSS [128] or other interventions, the quality of the outcome is impacted

[75].

2.6.1.3 Findings of EMS Facilitation Experiments
There is a small set of experimental studies that have evaluated the impacts of types of
facilitation employed with EMS with small groups (3-7 people). These studies produced
mixed results, probably because different tasks and facilitation approaches were used.
These are briefly reviewed here.
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Dickson et aI. [52, 53] compared the satisfaction and consensus of 3-5 member
groups using ass when groups received one of three treatments. In one treatment (userdriven) approach, the group received no facilitation. That is, the group ran the ass and
entered all data. In the second treatment (chauffeured) the group determined which
features of the ass to use, but the chauffeur deployed the ass at the group's direction.
In the final treatment, the facilitator led the group through the task, decided what system
features the group would use, implemented the necessary software, and entered and edited
data. In the facilitated approach, the facilitator rigidly imposes a scripted facilitation
structure on the group rather than flexibly working with the group. These studies found
that facilitated groups had lower consensus and satisfaction than chauffeured groups. It
appears that the facilitated groups resisted the task structure unilaterally and rigidly
imposed by the facilitator, which negated some of its otherwise positive impact. On the
other hand, both the chauffeured and facilitated groups had more satisfaction and
consensus than did user-driven groups. The authors suggested that satisfaction in the
chauffeured and facilitated groups resulted from the users being relieved from concern
over how to operate the EMS.
Anson [3] compared four methods of group support for groups consisting of 6-7
participants: 1) no support, 2) an active facilitator, 3) EMS use without facilitation, and
4) EMS use with an active EMS facilitator. The facilitators used more active, flexible
facilitation than in the Dickson studies. Anson found that flexible process facilitation,
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supplied either in the presence or absence of computer support, significantly improved
perception of interpersonal relationships and group processes. Combined facilitator and
computer support was most effective, although not significantly better than either
computer or facilitation support provided separately.
Anson and Heminger [4] conducted a study also using the more flexible
facilitation approach. They examined groups of graduate students engaged in the
development ofa case analysis class report. All of the groups received computer support,
but half of the groups also received the help of a process facilitator. Process facilitation
consisted of flexible intervention into group interactions both during preplanning and
during the meetings itself. The authors found that the combination of facilitator support
coupled with computer support resulted in significant improvements in perceptions of
group processes and task outcomes.

2.6.1.4 Facilitation for Large, Complex Meetings
The above experiments on single, simple tasks belie the complexity usually associated
with the effective application of EMS to real, large group meetings. EMS can embody
some task structure and, in some cases are becoming easier to use. Structuring meeting
processes in ways that harness the power of the group technology is important, but not
always simple [63]. Facilitation with EMS may be more important in larger groups and
with complex tasks than the relatively simple tasks addressed by scripted, carefully
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controlled experiments. Participants in field studies with large groups have reported that
the role of facilitator was important [49, 131]. McGoff and Ambrose [114, p. 807], in
reference to IBM's application of EMS to over 900 group session note that their
"experience continues to confirm that the quality of the group session is predominantly
dependent on the facilitator. George, Dennis, and Nunamaker [70] argue that facilitation
is more important with larger groups because larger groups have greater need for meeting
structure and coordination.

2.6.2 Traditional IDEF Model Development Methods
The authors of the FIPS IDEFO standard acknowledge that there are many different ways
of performing modeling [89]. A considerable number of suggestions have been made by
experts on how to develop IDEFO models with a single author or a small group. This
section addresses some of these suggestions. These guidelines are presented here because
they may be adapted in some cases for use with EMS.
As mentioned in the introduction, virtually nothing has been said about how to
work in parallel when developing an IDEFO model or for keeping a large group
productive. The IDEFO modeling method was developed before the advent of groupware.
Rather than modeling with large groups, models were developed with the serial interview
approach. Feedback from secondary participants has traditionally been secured through
the periodic circulation of model artifacts in the form of "kits." Participants were asked
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to review and comment on kits (annotations were scribed on the kit document itself).
Instructions for conducting kit reviews is included in IDEFO guides [83, 89]. Some
traditional IDEFO model development approaches may need to be modified to overcome
the bottlenecks associated with the traditional interviewlkit approach.

2.6.2.1 Use a Clearly Defined Context, Purpose and Viewpoint
Ross [146] pointed out that, "every subject has many aspects of interest to many
audiences, so there can be may viewpoints and purposes." If multiple viewpoints and
purposes are applied to a problem space, it is difficult to tell a clear, unambiguous story.
With a single well defined purpose and viewpoint, clarity is more achievable. Marca and
McGowan [109, p.38] point out that the purpose is defined by stating the questions to be
answered by the model. Depending on the purpose, different aspects of the domain will
be modeled.
The viewpoint is obtained by selecting the proper perspective from which to view
the model. An author should have in mind some audience or player's perspective when
constructing the model. For example, a line manager has a different perspective than an
upper manager on aspects of the business. If a single viewpoint is not chosen and adhered
to, the group building the model will struggle with the ambiguity ofviewpoint--in essence
people are not starting at the same place--and the model will not tell a clear story.
Selection of a specific viewpoint results in two benefits: 1) it emphasizes certain domain
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aspects and de-emphasizes others, and 2) increases the likelihood of specific terminology.
Ross [146] mentions that both of these benefits are essential to unambiguous story telling.
The model also needs a specific context. That is, how does this part of the domain
fit into the larger domain and what is included and excluded within the model. If this is
not clarified early on, the modeling group tends to stray from the domain to be modeled.
People attempt to model things outside of the desired scope [89]. This can be frustrating
and wasteful.

2.6.2.2 Decompose Top-down After ICOMs Bound the Parent Activity
The FIPS document [89, p.62] states that models should be developed top-down and that,
"Beginning at the top is the challenge of authoring. It forces the author to maintain a level
of abstraction, keep an even model depth, and relegate details to lower levels."
The FIPS standard also lists the basic steps of authoring an IDEF diagram as
follows [underlining included in the original document][89, pp. 60-61]:
a.

Bound the subject matter more precisely than the title of the function box
suggests. This is done with a list of data and objects acted on or processes
by the function.

b.

Study the bounded set of subject matter and form possible subfunctions
of the total function [sic].

c.

Look for natural patterns of connection of those subfunctions.
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d.

Split and cluster sub-functions to make other boxes.

e.

Draw a final version of the diagram with careful attention to layout and
clarity.

Note that in step "a" recommends that decomposition not proceed on the child level until
the parent level is defined and bounded by its ICOMs. The implication is that activities
are not in focus until their ICOMs are in place and that lower decompositions can go
astray unless this rigor is used. Other authors do not take such a conservative position on
this point. Barker and Longman [7], for instance, suggest that the node hierarchy be
defined before arrows are added.

As Hirschheim and Newman point out [85],

notwithstanding top-down modeling is a pervasive approach in information systems
analysis and design, starting exclusively at the top abstraction is difficult conceptually for
participants because participants are generally used to looking at the world through their
bottom-up perspective. When beginning at the most general abstraction, a participant
wonders where his or her detailed perspective of the work fits in to the more generalized
abstraction, and yet the more detailed exposition of the domain that (s)he is familiar with
will not be developed until the model is further decomposed.

2.6.2.3 Use ICOMs to help Conceptualize Activities
Player [140, p. 8] notes that you must look at the way the arrows bound the activities to
determine the degree of quality of the activity abstractions. A number ofIDEFO experts
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have talked about the importance of seeing the activities through the perspective of the
ICOM connections in order to see how the model should fit together. It is important to
think first of the ICOMs because these are more concrete while early in the modeling
process activities are amorphous. This approach was deemed important enough to be part
of the authoring guidelines in the FIPS IDEFO standard [89, p. 59], where it states that the
arrows are explicit, whereas the boxes are only implicit. By seeing a pattern ofICOMs,
activities come into focus [89, 109, 110]. So by brainstorming on objects that constrain
possible activities at the decomposition level, the constraints bring the "real" activities
into focus.
Brainstorming an activity hierarchy first has some limitations. For instance,
During some of the modeling efforts that we have conducted, SMEs have a hard time
constructing more than a high level initial hierarchy without using ICOMs as a way of
thinking concretely about the relationships between activities and ICOMs. The SMEs
have to think about ICOMs and activities together to conceptualize the model. The
importance of thinking about ICOMs as the way of defining the boxes is maintained by
a number of authorities on activity modeling:
There are always two opposite constructs working together to create the actual
diagram. If you are trying to decompose a box into some number of sub-boxes,
you can't find those right off the bat. First, you have to look in the opposite
direction. If you think about a pattern, you find that a pattern always has to have
a background. Consequently, in order to find the boxes, you have to think in terms
of the arrows. When you try to decompose an activity, you have to think first
about the things that it works on. When I can think about those things concretely,
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when they become real to me, then I find my mind forming patterns out of them.
Then I get the little sub-happenings, the interesting things that relate to each other,
the functions that relate those things. At that point I begin to have the boxes.
[148, p. 84]

Marca and McGowan also note that this is a key:
The better analysis one does on system objects, the better the activity diagrams
will describe the functionality of the system. Data decomposition must therefore
initially precede and be done concurrently with activity decomposition. [109, p.
30]

2.6.2.4 Modeling is Iterative

IDEFO model Development is an iterative task [89]. All activities are not identified at
first. Rather, new activities may be identified at any time as a result of defining other
activities or while identifying or defining ICOMs. Modeling occurs in successive waves
of comprehension and clarity. It is common for initial activity abstractions to be split and
clustered to form better abstractions. As lower levels of the model come into focus,
activities and ICOMs must sometimes be relabled [89, 70] and ICOMs bounding the
parent must be adjusted. This iterative conceptualization is not limited to activity
modeling. Booch [16, p. 136] points out that it is common when forming object classes
during object-oriented modeling as well.
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2.6.2.5 Work Detailed and Abstract Levels Together
The notion of using details as a way of forming higher level abstractions is not new, but
it is included here because of its importance for group work The IDEFO standards
committee [89, p. 71] describes the need to change parent abstractions based on insights
gained from exposition of the details as a "natural and anticipated event." By discussing
and comprehending some of the details first, more suitable parent abstractions can be
formed and agreed upon.
Addressing the need to work at more than one level at a time during
conceptualization of activity models, Ross noted the following [148, p. 81]:
I always seem to end up having to understand things at the detailed level, yet in
a broad context. That's what the umbrella underside provides. I seem to have to
work both top and bottom at the same time in order to have a solution work out.
.. The most dangerous thing about these so-called top-down methodologies is that
persons inexperienced in analysis think they are supposed to practice them topdown.

This suggests that being able to work the details and the parent abstractions together is
helpful. This is somewhat of a counter point to the need to work completely top-down.
Although top-down is the dominant paradigm in the literature, there are examples of
exploring details to be able organize the content within the model. The FIPS IDEFO
standard points out that it is sometimes helpful to get started and to even work on more
than one decomposition diagram at a time as a way to see enough of the details to be able
to see how parts of the overall model need to fit together.
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Hill and Robinson [83,p. 191] suggested that modelers brainstorm a node lists as
a first cut at the activity hierarchy as a way of beginning the decomposition. They
acknowledge that this node list will change, but recommend that it be done to ''jump start"
the modeling activity by providing a useful starting point as quickly as possible. They
acknowledge that during this initial brainstorming that activities of different levels of
detail are generated. Thus, the modeler should arrange them hierarchically into multiple
levels so that this detail can be used to help the modeling process. Getting content down
as a place to start is common in modeling and system development tasks [88].

2.6.2.6 Suggested Decomposition Order: Boundary Arrows First
Marca and McGowan [110] suggested the following order be used when decomposing an
activity into its decomposition:

1.

Layout the activities with the dominant activity first (dominant boxes
constrain other boxes in the diagram).

2.

Draw primary constraint arrows from the boundary of the diagram
followed by all other border arrows.

3.

Draw all remaining internal arrows.

4.

Check decomposition against parent and revise arrows, name, or
descriptions of parent and decomposition as necessary.
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They note that placing border arrows before drawing internal arrows is important because
it is very easy to miss data that crosses an interface when an author is involved in
decomposing a subject. This happens because it is easy to overlook border (boundary
spanning arrows) while focusing on the decomposition of the diagram. Drawing external
arrows first improves the accuracy of the diagram by including all data that crosses the
interface. Hill and Robinson [83, pp. 193-4] agree that border arrows should be attached
to child activities before internal arrows are considered.

2.6.3 Past Research on EMS-IDEFO Modeling Approaches
This section describes an approach used by Dennis et al. [48] with an EMS IDEFO tool.
Later, in the Methods section of this dissertation, three approaches that were tried or
observed as part of this research will be described. Dennis, et al. defined activities topdown without ICOMs and then defined ICOMs bottom-up. This approach will hereafter
be referred to as the Top-Down-Bottom-Up (TDBU) Approach.
This description summarizes the TDBU approach used by Dennis, et aI., pp. 247248] with an EMS IDEFO modeling environment. It is included here as a point of
reference because more conservative approaches were researched as part of this
dissertation. In the TDBU approach, the group as a whole identified the top three to six
activities and the facilitator acts as a scribe to record this information. Some discussion
of possible sub-activities is performed. But top-level ICOMs are not defined to bound the
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top-most activity. Next, the group is divided into subgroups of three to five participants.
These subgroups are each assigned one or more of the high level activities. Each subgroup
decomposes these high-level activities in a top-down fashion without defining the ICOMs
associated with the activities.
Once all of the groups finish defining the node decomposition, they review all of
the nodes. Participants discuss and resolve critical issues that need to be addressed by the
overall group. Questions and less critical issues associated with a particular part of the
model are given to the corresponding subgroup to resolve. Only after all the nodes have
been defined and reviewed by the group are the ICOMs defined. Once again, each
subgroup takes its part of the node tree and defines the ICOMs beginning at the lowest,
most detailed level of the node tree. Rigorous definition of the higher-level activities is
not done in the presence of the ICOMs, nor are the critical ICOM path specified first for
the high-level activities as a way of bringing this path into focus early.
Dennis compared 11 model development efforts supported by an EMS-IDEFO tool
(E-IDEF) with 12 traditionally supported sessions (chauffeured with a single-user IDEFO
tool, hereafter referred to as "T-IDEF"). Roughly double the amount of participants were
supported by the E-IDEF approach. Of the 11 models developed with the E-IDEF TDBU
approach, only a few were completed by the SMEs so that the ICOMs at the lower levels
were bundled into more general ICOMs at the more abstract levels of the model. Thus,
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considerable effort required to reconstruct high level activities based on ICOMs [44] was
not done by the SMEs.
Less attention was given to what Dennis, et al. referred to as "style quality" than
was expended on the T-IDEF models in his sample. Although no specific statistics were
reported comparing the EMS-supported models with the traditionally supported models,
Dennis acknowledged that the EMS-IDEFO models included IDEFO rules violations of
various types. ICOM attachments were not limited to six or less on anyone activity side.
Some decompositions included more than six activities, and the models included
unresolved ICOM homonym and synonyms. Thus, the additional time required to achieve
parsimony, rule adherence, and integration was not expended on these models. This
accounts, in part, for the fact that the E-IDEF models developed with the TDBU
approach were developed about 8 times faster, with individual participant productivity
rates of about 4 time as fast as T-IDEF participants.
Dennis points out that the models developed with the EMS-IDEF tool were of
lesser style quality that the models developed by traditional IDEF facilitators. He
attributed this to the fact that the EMS-IDEF facilitators were less attentive to IDEFO
rules, were less experienced that traditional IDEF facilitators, and were less willing to
impose the IDEFO guidelines on the SMEs (p. 251).
The TDBU approach varies in a number of respects from the approach suggested
by IDEFO experts. For instance, parent activities were not bounded by ICOMs before
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performing that parent's decomposition, raising the question of how well-defined the
children were without a well-defined parent. Activities were decomposed through all
levels of decomposition before any ICOMs that span the model were defined. Boundary
arrows were not defined before internal arrows, raising the question as to whether such
an approach would underspecify arrows that link different decompositions together. Also,
since SMEs did not define the ICOMs for all levels of abstraction, and many of the IDEFO
rules were violated, a significant amount of work was not done to make the models
semantically correct and parsimonious. This no doubt inflated the productivity figures
used in the comparison of this approach to the T-IDEF approach where this rigor is
applied.

2.7 Metrics and Constructs for Modeling Approach Comparison

Development of useful measures is a research contribution in its own right [20]. Metrics
will be developed for comparing model quality and model development productivity as
a contribution of this research.

Past quality measures have been inadequate for

convenient comparison of model quality for models of different sizes.
In addition, past IDEFO productivity measures have not reflected balanced
productivity comparisons. Dennis developed basic productivity measures for IDEFO
models that would allow comparability across models and groups of different sizes.
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However, because he did not control for consistent levels of quality, his productivity
comparison was distorted. Refined measures resulting from this research will address both
quality and productivity to support a more revealing comparison.
Williamson [174] has performed the most extensive treatise on IDEFO quality
metrics up to this point. His considerable contribution extended the treatment of quality
metrics contained in the original ICAM manual [161], and yet, some of his metrics are
difficult to apply practically. In addition, he does not address the application of his
metrics to models of different size.
The next sections will briefly discuss concepts regarding the development,
application, and usefulness of metrics. This will be followed by discussion of specific
constructs.

2.7.1 Metrics Background

2.7.1.1 Value of Metrics
Accurate measurement and historical comparisons can support evaluation of different
process implementations so that ineffective implementations can be passed over for
effective ones. Metrics also support the estimation of cost and time required to complete
a process. Projects should be undertaken with some idea of the costs and time required
for modeling and analysis. Such costs should be compared with the expected benefits
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from this effort. A serviceable metrics program can provide information necessary to
support these management needs. Capers Jones [94, p. 2] explained the value of metrics
in relation to planning as follows:
Planning and estimation are the mirror images of measurement... There is a
perfect correlation between measurement accuracy and estimation accuracy;
companies that measure well can estimate well; companies that do not measure
cannot estimate either.

2.7.1.2 Desirable Characteristics of Metrics
Mills [117] pointed out that ideal metrics should be simple, easily obtainable, precisely
defmable, objective, valid, and robust. Each of these ideals is discussed below in light of
some of the related literature:

1.

Simple. Metrics should be easy to understand. Grady [74] notes that unless
individuals tasked to capture metrics, and whose work will be gauged by the
metrics, understand what constructs the metrics are designed to measure--and how
the metrics data will be used, they are less likely to capture and report metrics
accurately.

2.

Easily obtainable. This involves two dimensions: easy to collect and easy to
calculate. Rombach [144] pointed out that measurement should be automated if
possible; otherwise, it is unnecessarily arduous and costly, and less likely to be
done. This is especially true of metrics that are computation-intensive or that
require an array of data to calculate.
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3.

Precisely definable. Metrics should be clearly definable so that they can be
applied and evaluated consistently.

4.

Objective. Ideally, two or more qualified observers should arrive at the same
value for the metric. Examples of objective measure include counts of activities
and obvious semantic errors. Such data can be clearly and objectively obtained.
Jones [94, p. 5-8] refers to such measures as "hard data." He also notes that
objective measures are usually not sufficient when measuring complex processes.
"Soft data" is also required. This is data based on judgements, such as, "Does the
model accurately represent the business process?" Subjective appraisals can
provide insights into the process that may not be obtained from purely objective
data.

S.

Valid. The metric should measure the property it is intended to measure. Metrics
should be constructed to represent specific process improvement constructs such
as quality and efficiency. Insight into such constructs is essential for construction
of appropriate metrics.

6.

Robust. The metric should be insensitive to insignificant changes in the process
or product.

Generally, not all of these ideals are achievable in practice. Judgement must be used to
achieve reasonable tradeoffs among these ideals.
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2.7.1.3 Multiple Metrics are Required
What gets measured and rewarded tends to get emphasized [58]. When sometimes
conflicting objectives such as quality and efficiency are desired, measures for each
objectives are required. A single metric is insufficient. For example, tracking efficiency
in the absence of quality tends to encourage high efficiency at the expense of high quality.
Conversely, tracking quality in the absence of efficiency can lead to high quality, but
inefficiency. Both must be measured and tracked to achieve a reasonable balance between
such potentially conflicting objectives. Otherwise it is difficult to know whether a good
balance is achieved.

2.7.1.4 Development and Validation of Metrics
Many lessons learned about software development metrics generalize well to business
modeling and analysis projects. Software metrics experts have learned that it is sometimes
possible through careful, persistent analysis to develop measures for processes and
deliverables that were originally considered to be unmeasurable. Such metrics have
allowed some organizations to significantly reduce errors and improve quality [13, 74, 9496].
It took many years for the software community to get reliable measures on some
areas, including normalized data on productivity. This does not imply that measurement
programs need to take many years before they can be beneficial. Initial imperfect
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measurement may provide significant value [98]. An organization should construct and
collect basic measures at the outset even if they are not going to be perfect. It is better to
start off with something reasonable--but not perfect--than nothing at all.
Jones [95, p. 170], an expert in software and project management, noted that the
only way to validate metrics is to try them on a number of projects. This is necessary to
be able to evaluate metrics for reasonableness and appropriateness:
Surprisingly, the most effective control on inaccurate metrics is to use them on a
large sample of diverse projects, such as 50 or more. It is difficult to perceive the
inaccuracies of metrics when they are used on only a single project, but as more
and more projects are analyzed, the problems and paradox[es] become clearly
visible.

2.7.2 Constructs Within the Scope of this Research Project
The following sections focus on a number of key modeling efficiency and model quality
constructs that can be useful in comparing different types of modeling support and for
evaluation of the resulting models. Consistent with Rombach's [144] assertion that both
product and process measures must be employed to achieve improvement, constructs
within this research will address both product and process issues. Product constructs will
include model style quality, validity, completeness, and consistency. These constructs are
mentioned as important by a number of authors addressing goals of quality conceptual
models [40, 103, 105, 176]. Group productivity and individual productivity are the
process constructs that will be considered. Productivity is an important, and sometimes
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difficult construct to measure when comparing model development approaches because
conceptual content is often difficult to quantify [15, 94].

2.7.3 Model Quality

Quality models are more useful for business and information systems analysis than poor
models. In addition, good models are more easily adapted for other important uses such
as activity based costing (ABC) [19, 170] and simulation analysis [140]. There are many
dimensions that go into making quality models. Some are obvious. Others are much more
subtle [122, 174]. There are many rules that are included in IDEFO for good reasons. This
method has evolved through much practical use [113]. If the rules and guidelines are
adhered to, the explanatory power of the models can be very great. If not, models can be
confusing and hard to understand. As Mayer, Painter, and deWitte [113, pp. 14-15] point
out, a quality model can be read and comprehended in a short amount of time, whereas
poorly constructed models take much longer to comprehend and lose much in the way of
clarity of expression:
Perhaps the most useful exercise for assessing IDEFO model quality is to read the
model and determine if it makes sense with a constraint of no more than two
minutes per page. For a large model, this should be no more than two hours. If a
reader can, within that time, understand the environment modeled by the IDEFO
representation and feel capable of explaining what occurs in that environment, it
is likely that the model is of significant value. Models that require two full days
to carefully study to fully comprehend are not good IDEFO models.
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The authors of the IDEFO method and many other IDEFO experts extol the value of the
structure in the IDEFO method. This structure reinforces information hiding and other
complexity management, consistency checking, and simplicity of exposition. Examples
of this awareness appears in writing of these experts [57, 83, 89, 109, 134, 145, 146, 148].
For instance, Ross [145, p. 21] who is a principle designer of the methodology went so
far as to say that if the structure is violated, users of the model encounters risks that
adherence to the structure is designed to protect against:
Principles of structure ... cannot be violated--for they are inherent in the nature
of reality itself. It's not that "it's not nice to fool Mother Nature"--you can't fool
the old gal! By that I mean that if you set up a methodology ... and are not very
careful that every nook and cranny completely preserves those principles--then
you are the one who is fooled! In your methodology (and most importantly, in
your practice of its proper application) those parts and features that don't violate
the structure principles will yield solid results you can rely on. But no matter how
tangled a web you weave: Wherever a principle of structure is violated, there will
be a gaping hole--no structure at all. You think you have done good work, but no
matter what you do, your result will be riddled with voids and cracks, like a
building just waiting to collapse when really put to the test.

Batteau [10, p. 111] went so far as to say that a model that does not adhere to the standard
semantics ofIDEFO should not be classified as an IDEFO model:
Many would like to accept the word "model" for any graphical representation.
Although it may seem like arguing over semantics, I would like to restrict the
term "model" to a narrower sense of a graphical representation based upon a
documented syntax... Other representations, while no less valuable, should be
considered as user views or modeling frameworks. Thus an IDEF model, to the
extent it follows the rules in the leAM manual, is a model; if the rules are broken,
it is something else. A home-brew collection of boxes and arrows with no
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documented syntax is not a model, no matter how richly it communicates with
some audience.

There are many dimensions that go into making quality models. Some are obvious; others
are much more subtle. There are many rules that are included in IDEFO for good reasons.
This method has evolved through much practical use. If the rules and guidelines are
adhered to, the explanatory power of the models can be very great. If not, they can be
confusing and hard to understand.
Since comprehendability is an important goal for a useful model, the management
of complexity, model integration, and parsimony are important dimensions oflDEFO and
other structured techniques. The next two sections discuss these constructs.

2.7.3.1 Decomposition Complexity
Alexander notes that decomposition is important to the division and articulation of a
subject [1, p.8I]. Decomposition is a way of managing complexity. It has been used
extensively to manage complexity in writing [56, 62] and information systems modeling
[43,67,68, 101, 178]. Miller [116], in an seminal, oft cited study of human information
processing limitations, showed that human beings are limited in the number of concepts
they can conceptualize at once.
The IDEFO method includes a number of rules designed to help manage
complexity. These rules are designed to limit the complexity of anyone diagram and to
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defer details to more detailed decompositions rather than to load them into fewer
diagrams. This better distribution makes diagrams easier to comprehend [113, 161]. Just
as with dataflow diagraming, where more processes and arrows may be loaded into higher
levels of the hierarchy or pushed down into lower levels to manage complexity [178],
more useful IDEFO abstractions are obtained by avoiding the loading of complexity high
in the hierarchy [161]. The IDEFO methodology includes rules, therefore, that follow
Ross' suggestion that everything worth saying must be said in 6 or fewer pieces[14S].
Thus, how well complexity is managed impacts model quality. Measures of this construct
are important for the evaluation of style quality.

2.7.3.2 Parsimony
Parsimony is achieved by representing content concisely and clearly without redundancy.
As noted earlier, EMS has been shown to be effective in generation tasks [46]. However,
certain approaches for having SMEs describe models with EMS may lead to fragmented
and redundant model content. It is desirable to include just the content within the actual
business activity and to exclude extraneous detail outside the scope of the purpose of the
model. This is especially important in that the world is infinitely complex and individuals
participate in many activities. It is important to achieving the purpose of the model that
only that content within the scope of the model be included.
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The models produced by the TDBU approach included ICOM redundancy and did
not link parts of the models together through arrows linking parent activities. Thus, much
of the structure that helps encourage model parsimony and integration are lost.
Williamson [174] notes that parsimony is important. Voluminous models make the
subject matter more difficult to comprehend. Thus, domain simplification that the model
is intended to achieve may be lost.

2.7.3.3 Model Validity
Validity is generally the most important quality dimension leading to usability. A model
is valid to the extent that it represents the domain it was intended to represent [174]; that
is, is the model content traceable to the domain being modeled. The original IDEFO
manual [161] refers to validity as the, "Extent to which information expressed in a
diagram or model is an accurate description of the system [or domain] being modeled."
Williamson [174, p. 11] points out that although technical (style) model quality
is different from validity, good style quality makes it easier to evaluate a model for
validity. Williamson also points out that SMEs, rather than analysts should be used to
assess validity since they are the individuals who best know the substantive domain.
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2.7.3.4 Completeness
Completeness refers to whether all of the concepts required to represent the domain are
included within the model [174]. Completeness is not entirely separate from validity. For
example, a model may be judged invalid if it is missing important content. So validity
measures are not orthogonal to completeness. The completeness dimension emphasized
here will focus on whether ICOM arrows are attached throughout the model so that
arrows that logically should bound the activities throughout the model are included in the
model.

2.7.4 Group and Individual Modeling Productivity
Both public and private organizations have limited resources to invest in modeling and
analysis. Thus re-engineering efforts should be as efficient and effective as possible.
Opportunities may be lost if it takes too long to analyze and suggest improvements for
business processes and information systems. This is especially true since reengineering
and software engineering projects are prone to analysis paralysis.
Comparing outputs to inputs is one way of evaluating efficiency. Generally
speaking, two pieces of information are required to calculate efficiency: the number of
outputs, and the number of inputs. Efficiency ratios are calculated by dividing outputs by
inputs.
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Output Quantity
Efficiency ratio

=
Input Quantity

As Boehm [15] and Jones [94] point out, it is not always easy to determine what the
outputs should be when the outputs are conceptual material. For example the software
industry used lines of code (LOC) for software output for some time, but it was very
difficult to define what a line of code is since an equivalent segment of code can be place
on a few or many lines. Likewise, the fact that different programming languages require
different syntax to enact the same logical content, LOC was generally abandoned for a
more comparable measure [95].
To determine whether EMS support results in significant productivity
improvement over traditional modeling support, model development productivity should
be carefully measured. Since models of different sizes abound, productivity metrics
should include an adjustment for model size so that comparisons across models of
different sizes can be performed. Moreover, since speed is impacted by group size,
productivity measures need to take group size into account so that average individual
productivity per participant can be evaluated.
Since ICOM models consist of activities and ICOMs, these are appropriate items
to use as outputs. Dennis et al. [48] used activities per day and ICOMs per day as group
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productivity measures. These measures reflect model development speed from the overall
group.
Dennis also normalized these measures by the number of individuals contributing
per day to derive average individual productivity measures: activities per person day and
ICOMs per person day. These two measures are appropriate if applied to models of
comparable quality. However, if quality is not comparable, then the efficiency values will
not be comparable. For example, Dennis calculated productivity measures for EMS
supported and traditionally supported modeling sessions. However, since the EMS
supported models included homonyms and synonyms and were much less completely
developed, such comparison can be misleading. Thus to get comparable ratios, the quality
of the inputs and outputs need to be standardized so that abstractions of comparable
quality can be compared.
Dennis also noted that models developed with E-IDEF included more detailed
textual descriptions than those developed with T-IDEF. Since one key advantage of
having an EMS is that it enables more people to directly contribute descriptive text, this
dimension of productivity should be measured as well. Furthermore, since many different
fonts and pitches are used by various consultants and tool vendors, lines of descriptive
text should be normalized for a consistent number of characters per line.
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2.8 Summary
This chapter has discussed past research in a number of areas that provides background
for the research conducted in this dissertation. The need for participation has been
addressed in the literature. Findings on general EMS were summarized. IDEFO model
development methods and the facilitation literature was reviewed. Finally metrics
background and constructs to be measured were visited. The next chapter addresses the
research approach used in this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY

In this chapter, the research propositions are outlined, the systems development
methodology is discussed, the sample is described, and the operationalization of the
variables is established.

3.1 Propositions

A general question of the research addresses what tool features are important in a groupenabled modeling environment. This theme really raises a number of subquestions: How
can graphics of entire sibling sets (node decompositions) be quickly and completely
represented for a group to aid conceptualization and review of complex linked models?
What provision for semantic checking needs to be provided for groups so that models that
adhere to the IDEFO rules can be produced? What features will aid in the reconciliation
of the models? Since single-user IDEFO tools were made for use by sophisticated, single
analysts, could a tool be created with a non-complex interface that would be simple
enough to be used by non-expert participants? What tool features will support capture of
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a parsimonious representation including a unified ICOM list so that homonyms and
synonyms are eliminated? Four research propositions address these issues:

Proposition 1: An EMS-modeling tool interface can be designed that is simple enough
to be used by groups of nonexpert participants during the development of complex
models.

Proposition 2: Provision ofa common, group accessible ICOM glossary will reduce the
tendency for group creation ofICOM homonyms and synonyms.

Proposition 3: The ability to generate quality model graphics can be realized in an EMSmodeling environment.

Proposition 4: The combination offacilitated guidance and semantic error feedback
within an EMS-modeling environment can support development ofsemantically correct
models.

Past research suggested that general EMS can reduce the time required to
complete meetings when large groups work on complex problems. It can also allow larger
groups to work more productively during meetings than when meetings are supported
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manually. However, IDEFO models represent semantic and syntactic complexity beyond
many non-modeling meeting tasks. EMS may be able to overcome some process losses
inherent in the traditional model development approach. Thus, there is a question as to
whether EMS can allow larger groups to productively contribute to the development of
complex semantic models.

Proposition 5: Group-enabled modeling environment can allow more people to
productively contribute during construction ofcomplex semantic models than traditional
support.

EMS helps speed decomposition of basic process hierarchies [34], but past
research has not applied EMS to models that are linked together in mUltiple levels of
abstraction. Dennis et al. [48] used an EMS environment to develop parts of IDEFO
models, but generally did not develop completed models that adhere to IDEF standards.
Thus it is not clear whether EMS can shorten the time to develop such models when
compared with traditional modeling support approaches.

Proposition 6: Model development productivity ofcomplete models will be higher with
EMS-IDEFO support than with traditional support.
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Should the modeling method correspond with traditional IDEFO model
development methods [89, 109], or should it initially be loosely coupled to achieve more
parallelism followed by a reconciliation into a parsimonious representation. The TDBU
Approach is a loosely coupled approach that did not demonstrate that it could be used to
create integrated, parsimonious models. This research will explore model development
methods.

Proposition 7: A work decomposition approach can be designed for use with an EMSIDEFO tool that supports more direct participation and is significantly faster than
traditional support and yet results in high quality models.

Measures developed in the past have not been adequate to allow for a valid
comparison of model quality and model development approach productivity. This
research will endeavor to produce measures that will enable a reasonable comparison of
model quality and model development productivity across groups and models of different
sizes.

Proposition 8: Measures can be defined that will enable a reasonable comparison of
model quality and model development productivity across groups and models ofdifferent
sizes.
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3.2 Research Approach

This research combines software engineering research with feedback from empirical
research in the field in an ongoing process of tool and method design, implementation,
and evaluation. Trials were conducted with real business personnel on complex problems
during evaluation of the tools and methods. A field study is included that compares EMSsupported modeling with traditionally supported modeling.

3.2.1 Systems Development Methodology
In this section the systems development methodology is discussed briefly since this
research method constitutes the tool development portion of this research.
Basili, Selby, and Hutchens [9] state that software engineering research, as with
any other research, involves an iteration of an hypothesize-and-test process. Such
evolutionary learning is especially important in software engineering research.
Prototyping and test are important. Nunamaker and associates [123, 125, 126] describe
this research approach as the systems development methodology and outline it as follows:
researchers study prior research and product availability, hypothesize about the benefits
of non-existent products, create prototypes of the products, and conduct field studies to
evaluate whether the products are superior to traditional tools and approaches. These steps
are outlined in Table 3.1.
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1

Construct a Conceptual Framework

2

Develop a system architecture

3

Analyze and design the system

4

Build the system

5

Observe and evaluate the system

Table 3.1 - Steps in the System Development Research Methodology
adapted from Nunamaker, Chen, and Purdin [126]

Iteration based on feedback from observation of system use was essential to this research.
A system must be used and observed to determine if desired benefits are being realized.
Moreover, observation of use often yields insights into impediments resulting from
current features and triggers many ideas for system improvement. A number of authors
have highlighted the importance of this iterative improvement cycle for software
development [14, 97, 108]. Gordon and Beiman reviewed a number of projects that had
successfully used this approach [73].
This research attempts to increase user involvement and productivity during model
development by merging functionality of single-user modeling environments and the
group access embodied in traditional EMS.
This dissertation chronicles the evolution of a number of EMS-IDEFO tool
generations developed by the University of Arizona's Enterprise Analyzer team. As
mentioned in the acknowledgment section of this dissertation, the tool development was
performed by multiple talented individuals. Their specific substantial contributions are
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noted in the acknowledgment section. For ease of exposition these individuals will be
referred to as the EA team, though different individuals played different roles at different
times. I contributed to the software development portion of this research by doing some
of the early tool development. Later, I helping suggest, evaluate, and test specific features.
The objectives of this research are to assess the capabilities ofEMS-IDEFO tools
that help support the group modeling activity, and to iteratively extend such capabilities.
The literature review presented above is reflective of the conceptual framework
development discussed by Nunamaker, et al. [126].

3.2.2 Case Study
The next phase of this research involves an empirical comparison of participation,
modeling speed, modeling efficiency, and model quality produced by the application of
different facilitation methods with the EMS-IDEFO tools in real sessions versus modeling
efforts supported by single-user modeling tools. This field study is a case study. As noted
by Yin [177], this methods has its strengths and weaknesses. A principal strength is the
opportunity to carefully study smaller samples and to conduct exploratory research. A
principal weakness is that the small sample size used in this research precludes the use of
probabilistic statistics.
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3.3 Sample Description

Four substantial EMS-supported modeling efforts, each lasting between 3 days and two
weeks, were conducted. A comparison will be made between these sessions and five
traditionally supported sessions. The five traditionally supported sessions were chosen
because of the availability of reliable data regarding time spent on model development.
These projects were supported by consultants who conduct many modeling sessions each
year and who have demonstrated considerable ability in producing consistently high
quality models. Ratings of model quality will be based on objective evaluation of the
models for style and adherence to modeling rules as well as participant perceptions. All
sessions were run with representatives from the US Army, Navy, Air force, Marines,
Defense Logistics Agency (DLA), and other government organizations.
Summary information on number of participants and model size are provided in
Table 3.2. The T-IDEF sessions were supported by a single-user IDEF tool and the
traditional, chauffeured approach.
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E-IDEF Approaches
Modeling Support
Approaches:

2

1

Nwnber of models

Top-down
Integrated

T-IDEF
5

2

1

1

1 Multiple
4 -1 service

Multiple

Multiple

Multiple

Nwnber of support
people

3.3

4

6

2

Persons per day

9.4

18.5

22

16.2

Participants per
support person

2.9

4.7

3.7

8.1

Total days on IDEFO
model

9.5

7.8

9

3.2

Nwnber of activities

27.2

107

62

31

227.5

239

75

Nwnber of services

86.2·
Nwnber ofICOMs
Table 3.2 - Descriptive Statistics

Subject matter appraisal of model validity was not available for the non-EMS
supported sessions, but was captured for the four EMS supported sessions.
The participants who were guided through model development had little to no
modeling experience. Likewise IDEFO training was briefly provided for participants in
both the T-IDEF and E-IDEF treatments. For T-IDEF participants, IDEFO training
typically lasted about a day; whereas training typically lasted several hours for the EIDEF participants. This time is included in productivity calculations since training
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represents resources expended to be able to produce the models. The viewpoint, context,
and purpose for Approaches 1,2,3, and the T-IDEF baseline were defined with the help
of all SMEs participating in the modeling, a process that took as much as half a day. This
time was included in model development for these approaches.

3.4 Procedures

During the EMS-IDEFO session I collected data on tool features and facilitation methods.
Some of these notes were captured via a word processor and others were written with
pencil and paper. Observations were collected from a number of sources so that
triangulation could reduce the likelihood of researcher bias. First, I made my own
observations regarding what tool features and facilitation methods did and did not seem
to work. Second, I interviewed other EA team members that observed or co-facilitated
meetings using the E-IDEFO software. Finally, I consulted sponsors and general meeting
participants during session breaks and at the end of each session. Research notes were
captured when possible during the session in brief and then conscientiously compiled the
end of each day. Approximately 150 pages of research notes and session logs were
compiled in this fashion.
In addition to the above observation and interviews, post-session questionnaires
were administered to E-IDEF participants to capture demographic data as well as
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perceptions on model comprehension, model validity, satisfaction with the process, tool,
and involvement. Finally, analysis of the meeting products was conducted to obtain
objective measures of model content and quality. These multiple sources of data increase
the reliability of the findings.

3.5 Variables and Metrics

This section addresses the operationalization of the independent and dependent variables.

3.5.1 Independent Variable and Description of EMS Modeling Approaches
Use of Group Systems and the EMS-IDEFO tool versus the traditional model development
approach is the treatment in this field study. Since different facilitation approaches were
evolved over the course of this study and applied with EMS support, this allows for
comparison ofE-IDEF sessions and T-IDEF sessions and yet provides an opportunity for
the evaluation of the efficacy of different modeling approaches embedded in the E-IDEF
sample.
Tools become refined through iterative Prototyping, testing, and improvement.
This same process must be followed to derive effective facilitation methods. Different
approaches were tried to determine the sequence in which to perform modeling in, what
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waves of parallelism could prove beneficial, and which mode of process support is best.
These decomposition approaches are described next.

Approach 1: Combination of Top-Down Activities and ICOMs with some BottomUp ICOMs
F or this decomposition approach, a facilitator chauffeured the entire group during the
specification of the top level, including both activities and ICOMs. This was done to
identify the ICOM linkages at a high level that bounded the high level activities. Then the
larger group was broken up into subgroups who each worked with a facilitator to further
decompose one of the sub-parts of the model. Each subgroup worked around a few
workstations. One or two participants usually entered information for each subgroup
although all group participants could see model information.
A combination of two decomposition approaches were taken. Some of the groups
defined the nodes top-down first and then defined the ICOMs bottom up, beginning with
the most detailed level of the node tree. This approach did not work in all cases in that
some subgroups found it impossible to define the nodes without defining the ICOMs at
the same time. These subgroups were guided through a traditional top-down level-bylevel decomposition defining activities and ICOMs at each succeeding level of the model.
For those groups that had defined all of the nodes first and the ICOMs bottom up, these
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lower level IeOMs were bundled into more general IeOMs at the higher level to avoid
having more than 6 IeOM attachments for anyone activity side.

Approach 2: Combination of Top down Activities and ICOMs with Some Bottom
up ICOMs--Model Parts done in Different Rooms with Very Little Inter-group
Coordination
Although we did not try this decomposition approach, we observed one set of modelers
use our tool in this way despite our suggestions that they develop the model using a more
structured, integrated approach. They divided the model in pieces, defined the pieces, and
then attempted to integrate them. I discuss it here because it provides insights into
problems with non-integrated decomposition approaches.
All previous modeling done by these facilitators had been with single groups, and
thus they were not accustomed to an environment that allowed the work to be done in
parallel. The entire group decomposed the top node into its immediate children nodes.
Next without defining the Ie OMs that related the child activities of the first
decomposition, the large group was broken into 4 subgroups, with each subgroup
receiving one or more of the child activities to decompose. The subgroups worked on
decomposing their assigned activities. Again some facilitators worked completely top
down, while other groups defined the activities top-down and the IeOMs bottom-up.
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The facilitators' initial intent was to have each subgroup observe what the other
subgroups were defining during definition of each of their respective parts. Since there
were too many participants to be accommodated in one room, participants were
distributed through three rooms all with workstations that could view and edit the
common model.
They planned to pake phone calls during the day to address inter-group modeling
concerns and then meet at the end of each day to perform reconciliation and to further
address such issues. In reality, less effort during the initial modeling was given to the
reconciliation than planned. Each group took its part and decomposed it. Participants
within each subgroup could see parts of the model being defined by other subgroups, but
did not spend sufficient time addressing all of the ICOM linkages between the parts of the
model. The phone calls and end-of-day reconciliation did not occur. Group members did
use the activity and ICOM description fields to post questions and observations about the
model to the head modeler and to each other during the initial modeling. These comments
did raise some integration issues and were later used by a small set of representatives
drawn from the subgroups that integrated the model.

Approach 3: Top-down Integrated (TDI) Approach

This approach was developed in an attempt to overcome some of the liabilities inherent
in Approaches 1 and 2. We had become more sophisticated in facilitating the IDEFO
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method. We also applied more rigorous standards and analysis than were used with
Approaches 1 and 2. Rather than defining just the top decomposition with the entire group
and then assigning parts of the model to different subgroups, the entire group defines the
candidate node tree. Participants brainstorm and enter candidate activities. Then a
facilitator chauffeurs the group through the process of placing those nodes, as appropriate,
into an initial node tree hierarchy. Next the overall group is divided into smaller
subgroups. The nodes in the hierarchy are allocated across the subgroups who define
them. After each subgroup enters the initial definitions for their assigned activities, they
review all of the other activity definitions within the entire model. Alternative
descriptions, suggestions for description refinement, and questions for clarification are
submitted as needed. Next, the facilitator leads the group through the process of selecting
and refining a best activity definition and in addressing any changes to the node tree that
result from the further clarity arising from the discussion of the definitions.
Participants are instructed that this initial node hierarchy will change when seen
through the perspective of the ICOMs. Next the group defines the ICOMs in a top-down
fashion beginning with the first activity decomposition. Participants are asked to look at
the parent and child nodes to help them conceptualize the ICOMs that bounded and linked
the parent activities, beginning with the ICOMs involved in the critical path of the model.

An ICOM list is generated and reviewed by participants to identify candidate
ICOMs associated with activities. For each decomposition, the primary border ICOMs
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that span main branches of the tree are identified and entered first. Only after these are
attached to the activities and defined, are the arrows internal to the decomposition
considered. As new IeOMs are identified and attached, SMEs enter the definitions. Thus
the facilitator converses with group members about candidate IeOMs and records the
attachments, while various SMEs help define the objects through their workstations.
Activities are altered as necessary in light of Ie OM attachments. Activities are
merged or split, promoted or demoted, or deleted as necessary to improve the logical
construction of the model. Such refinements are common as it becomes clear that the
initial activity node tree requires change to correspond to the IeOMs. If a particular
decomposition suggests that the parent diagram should be adjusted to better correspond
to a newly detailed decomposition, the parent diagram is modified

This

parent/child/parent review and revision sequence was followed recursively as the IeOMs
were attached and the activities were adjusted throughout the model. In addition to
helping identify and resolve ambiguities, inconsistencies, and inappropriate tunnels
during the session, an analyst works after hours to further examine the model. The analyst
returns to the group with questions when the group reconvenes and the model is adjusted
to resolve these issues. IeOMs are carefully scrutinized for levels of detail appropriate
to each activity abstraction level and are re-bundled when necessary to achieve more
suitable abstractions.
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3.5.2 Dependent Variables
Group and individual model development productivity and model quality comprise the
two dependent variables used in this study.
The measures derived for this research focuses on a number of key model
productivity and quality indicators, but these measures are not meant to be all-inclusive.
There are many quality metrics that could be applied. The emphasis here is on some of
the central measures of important constructs that are easily understandable by managers
and non-modeling experts--and that are objectively measurable. These measures also
emphasize metrlcs related to modeling with a group since EMS increases the number of
people who may participate at once in model construction and validation. A contribution
of this research is the formulation of several metrics that allow quality to be assessed
across models of different sizes.

3.5.2.1 Participation and Intensity of Facilitation Support

Participation will be operationalized by counting the number of SMEs directly involved
in each modeling session. This will be captured via session logs and reports.

Facilitation intensity will be calculated by dividing the number of SMEs participating
by the number of support personnel--namely modelers and facilitators.
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3.5.2.2 Model Quality

Decomposition Complexity
Two measures of decomposition complexity will be used:

Complex Decomposition Ratio. The FIPS standard requires that each decomposition
of an activity contain between three and six activities. More than six result in too much
complexity per decomposition. The complex decomposition ratio is calculated by
dividing the number of decompositions with more than six nodes by the total number of
decompositions.

Over Six Attachments Per Side Ratio. This ratio divides the aggregation of attachments
to boxes that exceed six attachments per side by the total number or ICOM attachments
throughout the model. Thus, each side of every activity is examined. A count is made of
all ICOM attachments in excess of six for each side of each box. These are summed and
divided by the total number of ICOM attachments throughout the model. Restricting
boxes to six attachments per side reduces the cognitive overload that results when more
than six attachments are made [146].
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Model Parsimony
Whether or Not Homonyms and Synonyms are Eliminated. This is a binary condition
that provides broad differentiation between models that have had redundancy suppressed
versus models that have not. Inclusion of this measure is important because EMS opens
a channel to participants that allows parallel work. This capability includes the inherent
risk of fragmented unreconciled model content.

Validity
As SMEs are the best candidates to assess model validity, this question collects their
perception of model validity. The following question assesses perceptions of model
validity. Note that this is an activity oriented, global validity question (across an entire
model), but may also be adjusted to refer to specific parts of the model. "I believe the
Activity model represents the functions that need to be performed in the work activity"
with response options ranging from 1, Disagree strongly! to 5, Agree strongly!

Completeness
Five measures of model completeness were derived.
Sufficiency of Constraint Ratio. The FIPS IDEFO standards require that each activity
have both an output and a control. This ratio measures the number of activities that did
not have at least one output and one control.
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Number of Tunnels Per Model. As discussed earlier, tunnels should be used sparingly
and purposely rather than crutches for sloppy or inconsistent modeling. The number of
tunnels per model is a gross measure that is not adjusted for models of different size.

Tunnel Ratio. Unlike the above measure, this measure does allow tunnel frequency to
be adjusted based on model size. It is calculated by dividing the total number of tunnels
found in the model by the total number of activities in the model. Adjustment of tunnel
frequency for model size allows tunnel frequency comparisons across models of different
sizes.

Lines per ICOM. This measure tracks the average number of lines per ICOM
description. Since many different fonts and pitches are used by various consultants and
tool vendors. Text is normalized for a consistent number of characters per line.

Lines per Activity. This measure tracks the average number of lines per activity
description. Like lines per ICOM, text is normalized for a consistent number of characters
per line.

3.5.2.3 Group and Individual Productivity

Group Productivity
Group productivity is measured by the following measures, which reflect model
development speed for the entire group.
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Activities per Day. Number of reconciled activities defined per day by the group.
ICOMs per day. Number of reconciled ICOMs defined per day by the group.

Individual Productivity
The following three measures are used to measure individual participant productivity:
Activities per Person Day. Number of reconciled activities defined per day by the group
divided by the number of participants in the group.
ICOMs per Person Day. Number of reconciled ICOMs defined per day by the group
divided by the number of participants in the group.
Lines of Descriptive Text Per Person Day. Actual description lines of activities and
ICOMs are collected. Since many different fonts and pitches are used by various
consultants and tool vendors, lines are normalized to 80 characters per line.

3.5.3 Questionnaire
At the end of each session, a post-session survey was administered to participants. This
survey included questions regarding comprehension of the model, satisfaction with the
process, tool support, and participation.
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CHAPTER 4. FINDINGS

4.1 EMS-IDEFO Tool Evolution and Evaluation Findings

This section discusses the lessons learned through the iterative development, evaluation,
and improvement of four generations of group IDEFO modeling tools. This development
occurred over approximately three years and represents approximately eight person years
of development resources. As Nunamaker et at. [126] point out, tool insight and
development occurs in stages. Until an architecture and features are conceived and a
prototype realized, it is difficult to evaluate that architecture and those features. Thus it
was with this research. As some issues were resolved through improvement of the
environment, other issues came more into focus and were resolved. Use of the various
versions of this tool provided an opportunity to study the usefulness of specific tool
features for support of group modeling.
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4.1.1 First Tool Generation
4.1.1.1 Tool Features
The first iteration of the group IDEFO tool had features similar to those in the last tool
used by Daniels [34]. The Paradox Application Language with Paradox version 4.0
DBMS was used as the development environment because it had the fastest performance
of group-enabled DBMS on the market, and because it supported variable length text
fields. The application had a master activity list that could be browsed by mUltiple
individuals. Different participants could define different activities at the same time. Upon
selection of a particular activity, participants could move to a field specifically designated
for the activity definition. Figure 4.1 shows the activity definition screen.
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Itlillnalgell'leTlt procedures.

Figure 4.1 - Activity Definition Screen
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Unlike the tool developed by Daniels, however, the new tool included an ICOM master
list as well as an improvement idea field so that insights regarding improvements that
occurred during modeling could be entered immediately. This reduced the likelihood that
SMEs would forget these potentially fleeting insights. Figure 4.1 shows this improvement
idea capture form.
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Figure 4.2 - Improvement Idea Capture Screen

Participants could add and define ICOMs within a group accessible ICOM list. A simple
check was provided to prohibit duplicate activity numbers and ICOM names in the master
lists. The tool provided concurrency control so that only one workstation could edit a
specific activity or ICOM at a time. The tool allowed participants to enter and define
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activities and ICOMs for different parts of the model in parallel. It had four text fields for
each activity that corresponded to inputs, controls, outputs, and mechanisms. This tool
allowed participants to define activities and ICOMs easily and quickly--more so than
would be possible without parallel access to the model.

4.1.1.2 Areas for Improvement

The EA team recognized a number of improvement opportunities by using the tool with
a group ofSMEs. For example, a lookup of the four ICOM attachment fields to the master
ICOM list was not enforced. Consequently, ICOMs labels could be attached in the inputs,
controls, outputs, and mechanisms fields for the respective activities that were not in the
master ICOM list.
Another problem was that the tool allowed only one side of an arrow to be
attached at a time. This meant that users had to attach one side of the ICOM arrow to an
activity, but had to remember the ICOM name and move to the source or destination
activity and enter the same name. Consequently, users sometimes forgot to attach both
sides of the arrows. Lack of a pop-up lookup to the master ICOM list meant that users
would have to leave the ICOM attachment routine and enter the ICOM master list to
remind themselves of the ICOM names that were already entered. Then, they would have
to return to the activity list, fmd the right activity again, and then drill behind it to attach
the ICOM name in the appropriate ICOM attachment field. Because of these difficulties,
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participants frequently attached ICOM homonyms and synonyms to activities.
Participants often redefined the same objects using different names and then used the
different names in other parts of the model. This resulted in some confusion and
duplicated effort. It also made reconciliation more difficult.
Moreover, there was no way to limit the number oflCOMs that could be attached
to anyone side ofan activity, although good style indicates that no more than six should
be so attached [89, 113]. Without this control, participants often entered more than six
ICOMs per side, which added another level of difficulty to an already difficult
reconciliation process.
A further difficulty associated with the tool was a lack of ability to generate model
graphics. Initially, an analyst attempted to work in parallel to generate model graphics
using a single-user modeling tool. The analyst attempted to extract labels and descriptions
from the EMS tool and to enter them in the single-user IDEFO tool in order to generate
model graphics. In this way it was hoped that the analyst could provide periodic model
graphics to support model development and refinement. Unfortunately, the analyst could
not keep up with the participants. Participants worked in subgroups on different parts of
the model. The model parts evolved and changed so rapidly that it was impossible for the
analyst to keep up.
The result of this first session was that, although the models were developed
quickly (lots of activities and ICOMs were defined), the tool provided insufficient
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real-time feedback for visualization and reconciliation. Participants expressed frustration
with having to leave the session with only a partially reconciled model. The analyst took
the partially reconciled model from the session and attempt to reconcile the errors and
inconsistencies, which became an impossible task without the SMEs due to the analysts
inadequate knowledge of the domain. Participants expressed concerns about the model
not being reconciled and completed after the first session. They found it unsettling that
the analysts were going to attempt to "fix" the partially reconciled model alone.
Because there were so many inconsistencies in naming and ICOM attachment, the
analysts were unable to completely reconcile models without the SMEs being present.
Without expert domain knowledge, the analyst was unable to tell when items were
homonyms and synonyms, and when such difficulties could be identified, the analysts did
not know which should be deleted and which should be propagated instead through the
model. This model was completed over two meetings such that some of the obvious
model problems resulting from the first meeting were resolved in the later meeting.

4.1.2 Second Tool Generation

4.1.2.1 Tool Features
Armed with the insights obtained from the first sessions, more semantic enforcement was
built into the tool. One new feature required the user to check the master ICOM list to see
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if the ICOM had already been defined before attaching it to an activity. If the ICOM had
been defined, then it could be attached to the activity. If the ICOM did not exist in the
glossary, the user was prompted to enter it into the ICOM glossary and then attach it to
the activity. The tool also allowed both sides of the arrow to be attached when attaching
the source or destination ICOM. Figure 4.3 shows the output and Mechanism attachment
form displayed for activity AD. The Destination and Source fields on the right side
allowed the destination ofan output to be defined. Likewise the source on the right of the
Mechanism box, allowed a source to be defined with attaching a mechanism. Although
these improvements did not completely eliminate the occurrence of synonyms and
ambiguous terms, it did reduce the number significantly.
This iteration of the tool would allow only six ICOM attachments per side. Figure
4.3 shows the tool notifying the user that more than six outputs had been attached to
activity AD (prompt is at bottom of the screen). This helped participants avoid the
tendency to load too many attachments into the more abstract views of the model.
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Figure 4.3 - ICOM Attachment Screen.

Our experience from the first sessions also indicated that a more efficient way of
generating model graphics was needed to complement the rapid textual capture of the
models. In the process of reviewing the various IDEFO modeling packages, it was
discovered that a commercially available modeling tool [99] had a meta-data import
utility. The research team developed a program to export data from the EMS IDEFO tool
in a format that could be imported into the commercial tool. Use of this export routine
allowed facilitators to periodically produce printouts of graphical views of the model.
This new export feature was tested in the next IDEFO modeling session. As the
participants entered and defined activities and ICOMs in the tool, the model information
could be exported to the graphical engine, printed, and then distributed to participants.
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The ability to generate graphics in this manner helped model development in several
ways. It significantly reduces the burden on the analyst. Analysts do not have to work late
at night to produce graphics only to have them change considerably the next day. The
time required to produce graphics was collapsed to about fifteen minutes (depending on
the overall size of the models). These model graphics proved very valuable during model
development. Participants could annotate the diagrams and update and correct the model
information in the EMS tool. Then, an updated graphical representation of the model
could be generated. The models evolved through repeated iterations until participants
were satisfied that the domain was covered.
Participants left the session with a reconciled model and the analyst left not nearly
as tired or frustrated. The result was that the business experts retained more ownership of
the model. Analysts helped the SMEs reconcile the models during the session so that
SMEs had direct input to all model changes. Models were reviewed and refined by 20
SMEs right in the session so that problems could be addressed and resolved during that
session rather than during a laborious after-session review process.

4.1.2.2 Areas for Improvement

Though this method of graphics generation was a dramatic improvement over previous
efforts, it was not without some problems. The commercial tool used to display and print
graphics generated graphics only for portions of the data that were semantically correct.
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The limited amount of semantic checking in the EMS tool did not address many types of
model errors. When errant models were exported, the commercial IDEFO tool screened
out errors and printed only the ICOM arrows that did not violate any IDEFO rules. Since
the commercial tool was not designed to flag errors in imported data, no indication of
where semantic violations ~ere was available. Thus, participants who were very familiar
with the model sometimes complained when ICOMs attached in the EMS tool did not
show up in the model graphics because of these errors. Some of the common semantic
errors were as follows:
•

The same ICOM entered and left an activity (the ICOM should be
transformed within the activity).

•

An ICOM at the parent-level existed as a different type at the child-level,
e.g., a control at the parent-level and an input at the child-level.

•

Incomplete and mismatched splits and joins.

If the commercial tool could not find all of the components of arrow splits and joins in
semantically acceptable structures, it would not recognize the split or join. Because these
errors were quite common, the analyst would have to debug the errant splits and joins.
This would take from 30-90 minutes.

It became obvious that more comprehensive semantic checking was required in
the EMS environment itself to be able to identify and eliminate these errors during model
development.
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We also wanted to overcome the delay required to produce model graphics such
that graphics could be available immediately. The lag in graphics generation meant that
graphics for visualization during initial model formulation had to be done on white
boards. Furthermore, the EMS required all participants except the facilitator to be out of
the tool to generate the graphics. Otherwise the export routine took a great deal of time
to generate the export data. This meant that the group had to stop work to generate
graphics, relegating graphics generation to breaks, lunch, or after hours. Moreover,
multiple copies of the printed graphics had to be photocopied to distribute to participants.
This further delayed the distribution of graphics to participants.
We wanted to allow participants to invoke the graphical views in real time to be
able to use evolving model content in their visualization. Thus it was obvious that
improved graphics capability within the EMS itself would be required.
Another problem was that there was no provision on the master activity and ICOM
lists to show which activities and ICOMs had been defined. This meant that users had to
look behind each item on the master lists to see whether they were defined. This was very
tedious, so it became obvious that an indicator needed to be added to the master list to
identify whether items were defined.
Finally, we noticed that SMEs sometimes changed a definition previously entered
by someone else without consulting with the larger group, despite facilitator instructions
to the contrary. Participants became frustrated when a description would change after an

•
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original definition had been developed with great care. This led to frustration and distrust
in the group. Thus, the ability to retain copies of previous versions of definitions seemed
desirable.

4.1.3 Third Tool Generation

4.1.3.1 Tool Features
A flag was added to show which items had been defined. Figure 4.4 shows the master
activity list with a description flag. This flag made it easy for participants and facilitators
to identify which items still needed to be defined.
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In addition, a shadow field was added so that each time a description was changed, the
change would be appended to a hidden, uneditable field. In this way, if users changed a
previously entered definition without consulting with the larger group, the older
description could be recalled and evaluated by the larger group in order to select an
appropriate definition. This feature was not needed often, but was used occasionally and
prevented disturbances that occurred without this feature.
Given the previously noted limitations on graphics generation, the EA team'
developed a graphics presentation tool that would provide more rapid graphical views to
participants.
We also wanted the tool to provide timely feedback regarding potential semantic
errors in the semantic data. In the IDEF tool development community there are two
common ways to store model data, 1) as graphical objects (storing such things as the
coordinates of the boxes and lines, the bend angles, etc.), and 2) as semantic data. The
advantages of the semantic over graphical representation includes more flexible model
revision, improved access to semantic information, simpler data structures, and smaller
storage requirements [152, 153]. However, the generation of graphical views from
semantic data requires an intelligent graphical engine to layout graphical representations
corresponding to the semantic data.
With this in mind, a viewer was developed that could read the semantic data and
generate model graphics. Graphics could be viewed at any workstation. Both the model
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editor and the viewer worked on the same data structures. Although the viewer could run
on any station it was not possible to toggle directly between the model editor and the
viewer. Thus, it was typical to have the viewer working on a workstation alongside a
different workstation that was used to edit the models. The graphical component was
known as the Enterprise Analyzer (EA) Viewer. Development of a graphical engine was
a difficult task because there are so many different ways arrows can be bundled.
The developers included several semantic checks in the viewer that would flag
certain errors. The tool made it possible to eliminate much of the tedium of checking the
consistency of correctness of the models. Semantic checking is possible because the rules
ofIDEFO clearly specify a set of correct model conventions. Figure 4.5 shows an example
of a graphical view of an activity decomposition with a semantic warning regarding the
control "P2 Policy." In this instance P2 Policy was attached both as a control and as an
output to the "Prevent Pollution" activity--an obvious semantic error.

Some of the featureslbenefits of the viewer included:
•

Changes to the models can be represented within one or two minutes.

•

The model editing tool and the viewer run concurrently, e.g., participants can
enter a change into the tool and then have the viewer regenerate the graphics.

•

The viewer works directly with the EMS modeling tool data structures so that no
export is required to generate the graphics.
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•

The participants could invoke the graphics, rather than being totally dependent on
the facilitators.

•

It supported faster navigation to objects and object descriptions. Figure 4.6 shows
that an activity definition could be displayed by double-clicking on an activity box
in the viewer.

•

Model content that violates certain semantic conventions is identified during
model development.

Figure 4.5 - EA Viewer 1 - Semantic Error Message
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Figure 4.6 - Activity Description Displayed in EA Viewer 1

1.3.2 Areas for Improvement

Upon testing this tool with a real group, it was obviously superior to the previous version,
but there were still areas that needed improvement. For example, participants tended to
get somewhat overwhelmed by having to work with two different tools--one for editing
and one for graphics display. There were other problems with the graphics generation.
First, although it could generate graphics within a minute or two, this was still too
slow. This poor performance was largely due to the fact that model information was
captured into data structures that were not designed to enable rapid generation of graphics.
For example ICOM connection and bundling information was stored in nine tables. The
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search of this distributed information was time consuming. Another problem was that the
viewer was not always reliable. Thus, participants still relied on white-boards to visualize
sibling decompositions. We desired the ability for SMEs to easily and rapidly invoke
graphical views of the models so that the EMS could become a more useful visualization
medium.
The environment also lacked the ability to generate high quality paper reports of
the model diagrams. Thus, the export of the semantic model information to the
commercial KBSI tool to generate graphics was still required. This export did not always
run smoothly. Some information in the EMS would still have to be added manually in the
KBSI tool. Therefore, it became evident that the EMS environment needed its own report
generation capability.
The tool restricted activity connections to valid ICOMs from the master ICOM
glossary, but did not provide context sensitive searching ofICOMs. Thus, when forming
ICOM attachments within a given decomposition, users had to sort through the entire
ICOM glossary, not just the subset relevant to the decomposition. It became clear that
a feature was needed to allow the list to be restricted to ICOMs that are appropriate for
each decomposition.
Moreover, if a user wanted to attach a specific ICOM to an activity but couldn't
remember the exact ICOM name, the user had to page through the ICOM list. This made
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attaching ICOMs tedious. Users asked that the list automatically scroll to ICOMs that
started with the character(s) entered by the user.
With regard to ICOM bundle formation, the tool allowed SMEs to specify which
ICOMs were to be included in each bundle, but did not limit the possibilities to just the
ICOMs existent in the current diagram. Thus, narrowing the list to valid candidates was
not an easy task. This difficulty was compounded by the graphical viewer's limitations.
Because the entire diagram was often too large to fit on one screen it was impossible to
view all of the candidate ICOMs for bundling in anyone view. Then when scrolling, the
viewer took a long time to regenerate the graphic. This made bundling during the session
tedious and time consuming. Hours of session time were spent bundling because of the
limited tool support. Moreover, invalid bundles would sometimes be entered because the
tool did not constrain the possibilities to valid ICOM candidates for each diagram. As a
result, the analysts would have to spend time after hours to "debug" the splits and joins
and then review the changes with session participants when the session reconvened. It
became obvious that a better means was needed to create valid bundles.
There were other problems with using the Paradox Application Language (PAL)
with the Paradox tables that were distributed according to data normalization rules [36].
Two routines were written in PAL to search through the four tables that contained ICOM
attachments.
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The first routine identified where a particular ICOM was attached throughout the
model. The second routine allowed the user to replace a particular ICOM with another
throughout the model. Both of these routines were used extensively to reduce homonyms
and synonyms. However, when users were in the database application, these routines
would take a very long time to run. The distribution of the data across the four tables
made searching slow to the point that the routines were only run when all participants
were out of the modeling tool. The team desired to make these important capabilities
quickly available to users while users were editing model infonnation.
Another difficulty with the three tool generations up to this point was their poor
interoperability with General EMS. The EMS-IDEF tools were not made to export and
import from other GroupSystems tools such as GroupOutliner. Generally speaking, there
is a different emphasis for modeling applications and general EMS applications.
Modeling applications tend to be geared toward strict concurrency control; that is one
person at a time may edit a particular field. General EMS tools on the other hand, tend to
be append-based. That is, they allow multiple participants to enter comments behind a
node or topic at the same time.
When conducting model analysis it is desirable to have the entire group
brainstonn on improvements for a particular part of the model. In this case, it is severely
limiting to only allow one person to comment on a particular node at a time. To allow
multiple people to append comments at the same time, the EA Team generated ASCII
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reports containing the activity nodes. These node lists were then massaged and imported
into GroupSystems for use in brainstorming. There were several limitations associated
with this approach. First, only the node names could be imported. It was not possible to
export activity descriptions to help participants during brainstorming. Second, after ideas
were generated, they could not be automatically merged back into the original model.

4.1.4 Fourth Tool Generation
The lessons learned from the previous IDEFO modeling tools were used to build a new
generation of tools . Since a number of the desired improvements were not available in the
Paradox development environment, the new tool was developed in Borland C++ for
Windows 3.1. This platform provided better performance and vastly more flexibility in
tool design. The resulting tool was named Model Builder.
The Model Builder (Figure 4.7) is a textual database editing tool which allows the
creation of the activity node tree, definition of ICOMs, and creation of ICOM
connections. Simple lists of activities and ICOMs are presented to SMEs to manage
complexity. By clicking on these items, SMEs can attach descriptions, ICOM
connections, improvement ideas, and other information relevant to the model. The Viewer
module allows the SMEs to view graphical representations of the model (while editing
in Model Builder). Report Manager allows the SMEs to create session reports which can
be edited and printed by common Microsoft Windows word processors.
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Figure 4.7 - Model Builder Main Screen

The data structures underwent extensive changes in order to provide enhanced
performance.

In particular, the number of relational tables used to store ICOM

connection information was reduced from nine to two and the need for secondary indexes
was eliminated. This resulted in faster diagram creation, improved semantic analysis
capability, and reduced server overhead. The tool can display where a particular ICOM
is attached anywhere in the model almost instantly. It also supports rapid replacement of
any ICOM with another ICOM throughout the model.
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Beyond the consolidated data structures, another major source of performance
improvement came with the conversion of Paradox PAL scripts to a c++ object-oriented
programming environment. This change not only increased performance, but also
allowed locking to be done at the record level instead of the form level. This increased
the amount of parallel activity among participants and reduced the frustration experienced
when participants are denied access to a portion of the model.
The following sections detail additional enhancements in this generation of the
tool that overcome the limitations discussed previously. Improvements to graphical
support, ICOM connections, ICOM bundle formation, error finding, and group
coordination is discussed.

Graphical Support
The ability of the initial tool to generate graphics at their stations prompted some SMEs
to ask for the capability to use the graphics screens as an alternate interface for modifying
the model. Since past research has shown that groups have a hard time developing shared
graphics in a collaborative drawing environment [6, 135], the EA team decided against
spending efforts on creating a graphical editing environment. Rather, effort was directed
toward enhancing the speed and quality of our the computer generated graphics.
Consequently, the EA team rewrote the viewer program. The new version takes advantage
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of a restructured database and faster machines to build complex graphics in a matter of
seconds.
Figure 4.8 shows a graphical representation of a sibling set, an activity with a
listing ofits child nodes, and the ICOMs bounding a single activity. Users are saved from
having to decide where on the graphical space the activities and ICOMs should be placed
because an automatic layout algorithm determines the position of the objects. Also, the
viewing capability was integrated with the model building aspect of the tool so that the
views could be easily invoked from the same workstation where model editing is taking
place. Trials with users suggests that since this generation of computer graphics is fast

Figure 4.8 - Improved EA Viewer in Tiled Mode
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(seconds) and since entering and revising model content is easy, the use of informal
graphics during model creation is greatly reduced, and for some sessions eliminated
altogether. Instead, 8MEs tend to conceptualize with the formal graphics that can be
immediately generated from the model content captured in textual format.
A report manager module was specifically designed by EA Team to generate
reports which integrate text and graphics into one complete model specification. Reports
are generated in rich text (RTF) format which is readable by most pe compatible word
processors. Reports may contain activities, Ie OMs, bundle reports, connection reports,
hierarchy diagrams, node diagrams, and sibling set diagrams. The final report is often
the only documentation that session participants take away with them, therefore, it must
be a comprehensive report which is well organized and complete with graphics.

ICOM Connections

Features were added to the tool to ease the forming of IeOM connections. Now when
creating connections, 8MEs have the ability to specify which Ie OMs should be shown.
Depending on the 8ME's selection, the tool will show all existing Ie OMs or just those
used by parents, siblings, or children of a given activity (Figure 4.9). Moreover, when a
participant enters the first character of the IeOM name, the tool zooms to the IeOMs in
the list that start with that character. This saves time searching a lengthy list and helps to
reduce the number of redundant IeOMs.
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The ability to move from a specific activity to a parent, sibling, or child was built
into the ICOM connection dialog. This feature was added at the request of users so that
graphical views did not always have to be invoked to access this information.
As another model development aid, the tool has a feature to support appropriate
propagation of ICOMs up and down the levels of abstraction. Since a parent IDEFO
diagram is a more general representation of its child decomposition, it is often helpful to
see ICOM attachments at the child diagram level before creating the more generalized
parent representation [88, 109, 148]. This is probably due to the fact that it is difficult to
think of aggregates of connections at the more general level of abstraction without seeing
the details that are generalized by those more general abstractions. In order to facilitate
the definition of parent ICOM connections, the program allows connections to be created
at any level of the tree. Additionally, the tool has an automated option for propagating
connections up the node tree. The facilitator may elect to tell SMEs to create connections
just at the leaf level. The automatic propagation function can then be run to identify
candidates that may be propagated at higher levels of the tree. Candidate ICOMs can be
bundled as appropriate. This helps eliminate upward propagation problems. The model
analysis function and viewer can be invoked at any time to locate bundling and
propagation errors.
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Figure 4.9 - Model Builder Connection Dialog

ICOM Bundle Formation
A bundling dialog was added to the tool that restricts the view of candidate ICOMs to
those that can be validly bundled for anyone decomposition. In this way, the user selects
which type of ICOM for that diagram to be bundled (input, output, control, or
mechanism). For example, if the user specifies that (s)he wishes to bundle outputs, all
outputs from all activities for the decomposition are shown on a list. The SME can click
on the ICOMs that are to be bundled and then may select or create a more general ICOM
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to represent the aggregate of the more detailed ICOMs. A graphical display of the result
is then shown in the bundling dialog (Figure 4.10). These bundles are also reflected in
the graphical view of the model.
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Figure 4.10 - Model Builder Bundle Dialog

Bundling can be performed for an individual activity or an entire sibling set. As with the
creation of connections, potential ICOMs for selection as the aggregate of each bundle
can be selected from the entire ICOM set, or just those existing at the parent/child level
of the given activity. In our actual tests of this in a real session, this facility saved hours
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of work in the session by making bundling very simple. Users and analyst could easily
see valid candidates for bundling on one list and bundles were formed much more quickly
and simply than in past versions of the tool.

Semantic Correctness
The final result of a modeling session should be a fully compliant IDEFO model.
However, during intermediate development stages it may be helpful to temporarily
deviate from the strict rules in order to allow participants to enter data freely. For
example, when detailing the sibling set of a particular node, ten activities may be defined.
This violates the maximum of six siblings allowed by IDEF. However, it may be better
to allow all ten to be entered, and then have the participants determine how these ten
activities should be restructured to be within the IDEFO rules. Allowing a certain amount
of freedom allows different facilitation styles to be used (top down, bottom up, inside out,
etc.), while providing a mechanism to identify and correct model errors to insure
compliance with standards.
Tool support purposely contains some elements of both restrictiveness and
flexibility. The goal is to minimize the distraction of restrictive enforcement of the rules
and at the same time provide for enough guidance that problems can be identified and
resolved quickly. This keeps the focus on the content so that participant's efforts are
focused on the description of the domain. We attempted to create modeling tools that are
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simple and friendly to use, yet powerful enough to provide effective support for model
development. The number of modeling rules that are enforced in a restrictive manner is
relatively small. Only those rules that were clear and straightforward for SMEs were left
as restrictive. For example, activity names must be unique. The vast majority of the rule
tests were shifted into an option that can be invoked upon demand by the SME. This
keeps SMEs from being unnecessarily intimidated, and yet provides guidance regarding
fixing the model. Relaxing modeling restrictions allows for more diverse facilitation
styles to be supported and for increased parallel activity by the participants. A successful
strategy is to allow SMEs to a create a portion of the model, then check for, and resolve
any errors that may occur. The semantic checking engine can be invoked from any station
and a list of warnings alerts the 8ME of violations. In addition, the periodic nature of this
checking, reduces overhead that would be unduly high were the tool to enforce semantic
rigor on each and every entry at the time of entry.
Figure 4.11 depicts the Model Builder analysis function. The Model Builder
analysis function generates a list of errors, provides a help reference for each error, and
has a fix button which takes the 8ME to a dialog box where the error can be corrected.
Model Builder checks for 28 different modeling violations. These checks can be
individually enabled and disabled. An analysis can be performed on the entire model, a
given sibling set, or any model subtree.
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The other fonn of error feedback is provided through visual cues given by the
viewer program. It perfonns semantic checking of connections between activities.
Violations of IDEF rules and model inconsistencies are flagged with red dots.
Explanations of errors are available via a pop-up dialog.
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Group Coordination
In order to facilitate group coordination, several new features were added to the tool.
Coordination mechanisms include status indicators on the main display which tell users
when an activity or ICOM is being edited by another user, has an improvement idea, has
a description, or has been designated for deletion.
Model Builder provides the facilitator with the ability to create subgroups, assign
activity subtrees and edit rights to subgroups, and assign SMEs to subgroups. A subgroup
may contain access rights to many activities and may have many members. A SME can
be a member of many subgroups. This allows the facilitator to create a subgroup
configuration with the maximum amount of flexibility. One subgroup can be given full
edit privileges to one subtree, and read access to the rest, etc. Users which are members
of several subgroups can act as floaters, i.e. persons who track activity in several
portions of the model in order to help maintain consistency.
In addition to subgroup privileges, facilitators can place read/edit/delete locks on
individual activities and ICOMs. Therefore, if there is a dispute over a particular activity,
its current state can be locked until the disagreement is resolved. Dysfunctional group
members can be assigned to a special group which provides only read access to the model,
which would require all their input to the model to be done (and filtered) by a responsible
participant.
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Interoperability with General EMS
The EA Team created a powerful import/export routine between the EMS-IDEF tool and
GroupSystems. Thus, activities and/or ICOMs can be exported from the IDEF tool, with
or without the descriptions. Then if desired, these comments can be merged back into the
original model. This significantly reduces the effort required to move this information
between the two tools. This is very helpful when doing an initial activity hierarchy before
attaching ICOMs. GroupOutliner within GroupSystems for Windows is an excellent
environment for this exercise because it is easy for participants to brainstorm potential
nodes and to drag and drop them into a hierarchy. People can enter candidate descriptions
and a best description can be selected. Having multiple people be able to append
candidate definitions in this stage is very helpful. After the initial hierarchy is completed
with descriptions, the import utility within the Model Builder easily imports this data.
Then ICOM attachment and definition can continue in the model builder. We tried this
approach and it is far superior to beginning right in the model builder because the parallel
append and drag-and-drop capabilities of GroupOutliner.

4.2 Consequences of Modeling Approaches
The sections below discuss the results of applying the three different facilitation
approaches discussed in section 3.5.1 along with the EMS-IDEFO tool during model
development. First, a general description will be provided about what happened when the
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approach was applied. Next, statistics on model quality and model development
productivity will be presented.

Approach 1

Although the first decomposition, including both activities and ICOMs, was completed
by the entire group in a chauffeured manner, when parts of the model were decomposed
by the subgroups, each subgroup tended to focus on its own part of the model. Occasional
redundant activities appeared in different parts of the model being defined by different
subgroups, but because subgroups periodically reviewed the entire node tree, the
redundant activities were quickly identified. The subgroups determined the area of the
model where the content best belonged and let the corresponding subgroup define it.
Each subgroup did not take time to sufficiently digest the ICOM connections
between its part of the model and the parts of the model being defined by others.
Although subgroups identified ICOMs that should link to parts of the model being
defined by others, they did not always notify the other subgroups to negotiate an
appropriate name, definition, and linkage between the model parts.
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Approach 2
Because ICOM linkages across parts of the model were not defined explicitly during
model development , considerable redundant and partially overlapping activities and
ICOMs resulted. Homonyms and synonyms were abundant. A modeler and a
representative from each subgroup met for two days to integrate the model, suppress the
redundancy, and to improve the logical structure of the model. During this model
reconciliation, about a third of the ICOMs and a fifth of the activities were eliminated.
After this integration, the changed model was presented by the integration team
to the larger group that had participated during the initial model development. Some nonintegration team members complained that the integrators changed too much of the
model--that during initial development of the partially integrated model, they had chosen
specific terms and concepts that were later changed or eliminated by the integration team.
Although the integration team defended the changes and discussed in detail how the
changes reduced redundancy and logical inconsistencies, some of the non-integrators still
voiced their displeasure at some model changes, to the point that they felt that some terms
and logical constructs within the model no longer captured their original intent.
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Observations Common to Approaches 1 and 2
Subgroups were encouraged to notify other subgroups when an ICOM from their part of
the model left or entered the part of the model being defined by the other subgroups (or
to attach the source or destination themselves, and then notify the other subgroup). Often,
however, this did not happen. The likelihood of this failure was increased by the fact that
the source or destination activity may not have yet been defined by the other subgroups.
This occurred because different parts of the model tended to be defined at different
speeds depending on size and complexity.
Sometimes a subgroup would not realize that another subgroup had attached an
ICOM to the part of the model they were working on for quite some time. In addition,
they would often not link parent activities together so that the ICOMs attached to the
child activities appeared as tunnels. This had two main negative consequences. Firstly,
ICOM linkages across the model were under-specified. For example, inputs were defined
that should have had a source within the model, but the source was not made explicit in
the model. Likewise, an inordinate amount of ICOMs were shown at one level of
abstraction, but were not propagated to the more abstract and detailed levels of the model.
Secondly, ICOM homonyms or synonyms were defined by different subgroups and were
used in the different parts of the model. These homonyms and synonyms included
different names for exactly the same item, items at different degrees of abstraction, and
partially overlapping abstractions.
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The group reviewed and eliminated the homonyms and synonyms. Modest
attempts were made to identify sources and destinations of dangling links in the model,
but there were so many tunnels that it was deemed impractical to take the time to identify
all of these and to re-bundle the ICOMs.

Top-Down-Integrated Approach (Approach 3)
This approach suppressed ICOM homonyms and synonyms throughout the modeling
process. Unlike Approaches 1 and 2, where considerable ICOM reconciliation occurred
at the end, the spanning ICOMs were defined and agreed upon early. Because this
process was perfonned top-down for all decompositions, the emphasis was on how parts
of the model fit together. Careful attention was given to the avoidance of dangling ICOM
attachments.
Activity decompositions were frequently restructured at each level as the model
as the ICOMs and activities were considered together as modeling progressed in a topdown fashion. This resulted in more parsimonious, tightly integrated model than the
models produced by Approaches 1 and 2. Since the critical path was brought into focus
early, there was less of a tendency to include activities and ICOMs outside the scope of
the model. Finally, the ICOMs and ICOM bundles were defined at levels of abstraction
more appropriate to the activity abstractions up and down the model than resulted from
Approaches 1 and 2. That is, rather than defining lower level ICOMs first and promoting
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them until the rule oflimiting ICOM attachments to six forced bundling, detailed ICOMs
tended to stay at the detailed levels of the model with less of them being promoted
upward in the model. Instead, more general abstractions were used. Thus less mixing of
detailed and general abstraction occurred merely out of necessity, an indication of poor
style [174]. The fact that the parts of the model were linked appropriately at all of the
different levels of abstraction reflected better model construction. Thus, the many
omissions, errors, and ambiguities that occurred in Approaches 1 and 2 were avoided.

4.3 Model and Modeling Approach Statistics

Table 4.1 provides a summary of data on model quality for the different approaches. For
approaches with more than one model session and model, the figures reflect averages.
Table 4.2 provides a summary of data on group and individual productivity for the
different approaches. For approaches with more than one model session and model, the
figures reflect averages
Table 4.3 shows the percentage difference resulting when the values for each
approach are compared with the values from the T-IDEF sample (Column a) on some of
the important measures. The percentage difference is calculated by dividing a particular
EMS-supported approach by the T-IDEF values in Column (a), subtracting 1 from the
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result to get a difference value, and then mUltiplying by 100 to convert this value to a
percentage.

E-IDEF Approaches
Model Development
Approaches:

Top-down
Integrated

T-IDEF

1

2

(a)

(b)

©

(d)

-0-

-0-

-0-

-0-

0.03

-0-

-0-

-0-

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

not avail.

3.81

4.16

4.29

-0-

.06

-0-

-0-

Tunnels per model

2.88

112

94

4

Tunnels per activity

0.10

0.92

1.52

0.13

Textual Lines per ICOM

0.73

1.9

1.1

2.2

1.99

2.8

3.0

4.6

Column:
Decomposition Complexity:
Complex decomposition ratio
Over 6 attachments per side
ratio
Model Parsimony:
Homonyms/Synonyms
eliminated?
Validity:
SMEs' model validity
perceptions
Completeness:
Missing constraints
ratio

Textual Lines per activity
Table 4.1 - Quality Statistics
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E-IDEF Approaches
Model Development
Approaches:

Top-down
Integrated

T-IDEF
1

Column:

2

(a)

(b)

©

(d)

Activities per day

2.96

14.05

6.89

9.69

ICOMs per day

9.16

29.89

26.6

23.4

.35

0.79

0.43

0.60

1.08

1.69

1.68

1.45

1.92

4.69

3.14

5.85

Group Productivity:

Individual Productivity:
Activities per person per day
ICOMs per person per day
Lines of descriptive text per
person day
Table 4.2 - Productivity Statistics
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Comparison:

(b) vs (a)

©vs (a)

(d) vs (a)

820

1420

30

Activities per day

375

133

228

ICOMs per day

226

190

155

126

23

71

ICOMs per person per day

56

57

30

Lines of descriptive text per
person day

140

61

202

Completeness:
Tunnels per activity

Group Productivity:

Individual Productivity:
Activities per person per day

Table 4.3 - Modeling Approach Percent Differences When Compared to the TIDEF Baseline
Table 4.3 Legend
(a) =T-IDEF
(b) = E-IDEF Approach 1
(c) = E-IDEF Approach 2
(d) = E-IDEF TDI Approach
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4.3.1 Participation and Intensity of Facilitation Support

Participation
As reflected in the sample description (table 3.2), approximately twice the number of
SMEs participated in the E-IDEF sessions as in the T-IDEF sessions.

Facilitation intensity
Table 3.2 also shows that the E-IDEF sessions had less facilitators and other support
personnel per participant. The participant per support person ratio is lower for the E-IDEF
meetings, and especially for the TDI Approach meeting.

4.3.2 Model Quality
All of the models had a measure of success in that they were used to identify and
document a number of significant business improvements. However, the following
quality indicators, some represented in the tables and some presented textually for ease
of exposition, show that on some quality measures, the EMS-supported models compared
well with T -IDEF models. On other measures there were some important differences
between the T -IDEF and E-IDEF approaches.
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Decomposition Complexity. Both T-IDEF or E-IDEF models adhered to the rule of
limiting activities per decomposition to 6. On the "over 6 attachments per side ratio, about
3% of the ICOM attachments violated the six attachments per side rule in the traditionally
supported session, with three of the five traditionally-supported models violating this rule
rarely and two models violating it frequently. This rule was generally not violated in the
E-IDEF models.

Model Parsimony. Homonyms and synonyms were suppressed both the E-IDEF and TIDEF models.

Model Validity. As mentioned above, subject matter appraisal of model validity and
completeness was not available for the non-EMS supported sessions, but was captured
for the four EMS supported sessions. Table 4.1 shows the average model validity and
completeness ratings from the SMEs for each E-IDEF approach. All models were rated
relatively highly with the TDI Approach being the highest. Differences were not
statistically different (probability .159) however.

Completeness. Table 4.1 indicates that only Approach 1 resulted in models that had
missing constraints. T-IDEF models and models developed with Approaches 2 and 3 had
at least the minimum required number of constraints.
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Notwithstanding the high model validity rating by SMEs for all approaches, the
fact that some of the inter-branch linkages were not consistently attached in the models
developed by E-IDEF Approaches 1 and 2 suggests that these models were less complete
and consistent than the T -DEF and TDI models. The fact that the TDI model is more
rigorously defined than the Approach 1 and 2 models is underscored by the markedly
lower number of tunnels in the T-IDEF and TDI models. Table 4.3 shows that the T-IDEF
models averaged under 3 tunnels per model. The first and second E-IDEF approaches had
tunnel counts of roughly 100 per model. The number of tunnels per activity with these
approaches is correspondingly high. Table 4.3 shows that the tunnels per activity value
for Approach 1 was 820% higher than for the same value in the T-IDEF models.
Approach 2 is even higher. The TDI model, however, had only four tunnels and a tunnel
ratio comparable to the T-IDEF models.
In addition, Table 4.1 shows that the ICOM and activity descriptions in the EIDEF models included approximately twice the number of lines (normalized for a
consistent number of characters per line) than the T-IDEF models. Thus, the E-IDEF
models included more extensive textual descriptions ofICOMs and activities.

4.3.3 Group and Individual Productivity
Table 4.3 indicates that Approach 1 resulted in productivity rates of 375% activities and
226% ICOMs defined per day higher than the traditionally supported efforts. Average
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activities and ICOMs per SME day were 126% and 56% higher respectively. The third
column in Table 4.3 compares Approach 2 and the T-IDEF baseline. With Approach 2,
three of four productivity measures fell markedly below those of Approach 2 although
still higher than the baseline. For Approach 3, group and individual activities production
was higher than Approach 2, but group and individual production ofICOMs was less than
Approach 2. However, all productivity measures were higher than the T-IDEF baseline.
Activities and ICOMs per day were 228% and 155% higher, respectively. Activities and
ICOMs per SME day were 71 % and 30% higher, respectively.
Table 4.3 also reflects a markedly higher degree of textual description lines
(normalized for a consistent number of characters per line) production per person day. All
EMS-IDEF approaches were markedly higher, ranging from about 1.5 times higher for
Approach 2 to about 3 times higher for the TDI Approach.

4.3.4 Other Variables

Much of the post-session questionnaire results were not remarkable. However, Appendix
B presents the means and standard deviations of the questionnaire responses. The
questionnaire data shows that participants were generally satisfied with the process, tool,
and participation. The data also shows that participants felt that they comprehended the
models
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CHAPTER 5. DISCUSSION

5.1 EMS-IDEFO Tool Evolution and Evaluation

Over the life of this project the group modeling tool was improved significantly. Insights
were gained through iterative exploration of features with real groups. Proposition 1 was
supported: An EMS-modeling tool interface can be designed that is simple enough to be
used by groups of nonexpert participants during the development of complex models.
A well-designed group modeling tool provides a number of improvements over
single-user IDEFO tools. Participants can contribute model content in parallel. Thus,
overcoming some of the production bottlenecks inherent in the single-tool environment.
It is easy enough to be used by novices and yet provides the capability to capture complex
model information. This tool is best used in conjunction with general EMS because
general EMS provides features that are well suited to constructing an initial activity
hierarchy and for performing business analysis. However, the EMS-IDEF tool adds a
capability not available in general EMS. It has the capacity to capture and guide the
development of complex, linked model information. The tool reduces the cognitive load
on participants by helping reduce the complexity of managing voluminous model content.
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There are a number of classes of tool support that are critical to providing elegant
support of a large group of participants. These are discussed next.

5.1.1 Parallel Access, Structured Fields, Ease of Use
As Bostrom, et al. [17, p. 165] point out, "the core of any collaborative system is the
shared group space ." Common access in the EMS-IDEF tool allows mUltiple people to
see and contribute model content in parallel. Participants are able to see all parts of the
model as they chose. This eliminated the reliance on facilitators for access to current
model information. SMEs frequently browsed different parts of the model to aid in their
conceptualization of new model content and to understand how parts of the model fit
together.
Two modes of access are required for optimal group modeling and analysis: 1)
append-based mode during construction of the initial node hierarchy and for model
analysis, and 2) strict concurrency control after the initial node list is complete. Strict
concurrency control keeps people from posting changes to the same definition at the same
time. It also prohibits people from trying to attach ICOMs to the same activity at the same
time. When limited to either mode of access, modeling and analysis are less productive.
Being able to move easily back and forth between the two modes is very beneficial. The
final version of the tool provides this capability without requiring tedious rekeying and
cutting-and-pasting of data.
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As noted by Daniels [34] and Hayes [82] the ability to structure the interface so
that complexity was managed by hiding details until they are required is important. Users
could see just the master activity and ICOM lists and then drill behind for descriptions,
improvement ideas, and connections. Since separate, labeled fields were designed to
capture the various information types, users were able to enter information of the right
type and structure into the appropriate fields. This makes it unnecessary to parse data that
would otherwise be amalgamated and loosely structured. Moreover, ease of navigability
between different views and intelligent information searching speed model development.
These structured fields and easy navigability made the tool relatively easy for novices to
learn and use.
As is noted in the facilitation findings of this dissertation, speed of model
development and model quality depend materially on the facilitation method deployed
with the tools. However, features in the tool can help ease the substantial facilitation
burden by providing helpful support.

5.1.2 ICOM Glossary, Attachment, and Bundling Support
Proposition 2 was also supported: Provision of a common, group accessible ICOM
glossary did reduce the creation ofICOM homonyms and synonyms. However, provision
of a list was not enough. Even with a master ICOM list, participants did not adequately
consult the list until the lookup between the attachment fields and the master list was
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enforced by the database. This enforcement, the ability to post both sides of an arrow at
once, and the intelligent ICOM name search capabilities built into the connection dialog
box significantly reduced the effort required to find and re-use previously defined ICOMs.
With the early versions of the tool, ICOM bundling was tedious because the tool
neither provided a form to help designate candidate ICOMs for bundling, nor did it show
this information graphically. Thus, an operation that should not be overly complex
became very tedious and time consuming. This wasted participants and facilitators time.
The features in the Model Builder ease this burden making it trivial to perform this
operation cognitively and physically.

5.1.3 Graphic Support
Proposition 3 was also supported: The ability to generate quality model graphics was
realized in an EMS-modeling environment. The last tool generation allowed users to
invoke model graphics easily and rapidly. The early versions of the tool did not support
graphics to the point that they could be used in "real time" for visualization.
Consequently, participants used a white board and then entered the textual semantic data
into the EMS. In the later version, immediate graphics allowed participants to visualize
in the tool itself.
Generated graphics from textual semantically structured data relieves users from
the overhead required to layout objects in graphical space. A sophisticated graphical
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engine working with consolidated data structures designed specifically for rapid search
made rapid graphics generation possible.
In addition, graphical views should be rich enough to support all important
graphical constructs such as arrow splits and joins as well as representing which arrows
are tunneled. Graphical representations of this information helps reduce cognitive
complexity and shows where problems exist in the model.
Finally, the integrated report generation capability included in the final version of
the tool eliminated the need for timely export and the reliance on other modeling tools.

5.1.4 Semantic Correctness
Proposition 4 was supported: The combination of facilitated guidance and semantic error
feedback within an EMS-modeling environment can support development of semantically
correct models.
Semantic errors showed up with surprising frequency, especially when SMEs
performed modeling without careful supervision. Even people more conversant with
IDEF make mistakes. Semantic checking and feedback within the group tool eliminates
errors early. Two levels of semantic checking support are important. First, at the point of
data entry. ICOM attachment should be restricted by a lookup to the ICOM glossary. It
also helps to restrict ICOM attachments to six or less to direct detail into further
decompositions where it belongs.
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A secondary level of semantic checking should also be invocable on demand. A
group modeling environment is processing-intensive because of many individuals
entering data. If all levels of semantic checking were to be enforced with each entry,
performance would suffer considerably. It is preferable for participants to check
periodically for semantic violations. These checks include semantic errors that tend to
occur at the model or decomposition level, such as an input at the parent diagram being
mismatched with its use at the child diagram. Two levels of semantic checking provide
some initial control, but at the same time allow individuals to represent infonnation
without being overly restricted at first.
Periodically invoking diagram-level and across-diagram semantic checks provides
insights into problems. This allows participants to refine the model in order to reflect
more appropriate semantics and abstractions. If semantic violations are not corrected by
those initially developing the model, it becomes extremely difficult for analysts to
resolve these problems without input from SMEs, because analysts generally lack the
content knowledge to restructure the model appropriately. Moreover, if a model has been
developed with limited attention to semantic guidelines, a significant effort is required to
repackage the model for semantic compliance. It is much more efficient to keep the model
"clean" during model development. When this is done, SMEs retain ownership of the
models with guidance from facilitators, and they do not have to depend on an analyst to
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repackage the final abstractions after the meeting, which may violate the SMEs sense of
model ownership.

5.2 Consequences of the Different Modeling Approaches

5.2.1 General Consequences of Different Facilitation Approaches
Obtaining group agreement on a viewpoint, purpose, and context provides only a common
point of reference to begin model development.

Doing one or two levels of

decomposition together is not enough to allow further decomposition to be partitioned and
linked adequately. The same can be said about developing a node tree top down and doing
the ICOMs bottom up. Access to a shared work space is an important group enabler.
Disjointed and redundant modeling occurs if the group is not guided through a process
where this capability is used so that the group retains a comprehension of the model as
new ICOMs and activities are defined. This is underscored by the tunnel statistics
showing many tunnels for the models developed with these approaches.
The tunnel ratio for the TDBU Approach, by definition, is higher than the other
approaches reported here. Small groups of SMEs develop parts of the model without
specification of linking activities early on. ICOMs were not attached except at the lowest
level for many of the models
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Even if subbranches are modeled top down, there are still too many tunnels when
they are integrated with the larger model because the activities within each branch are not
explicitly defined in light of the linkages. Redundant activities and ICOMs make the
models artificially large and increases the cognitive load required of participants and other
readers to comprehend the model If initial modeling is performed without obtaining and
retaining adequate agreement on a common set of ICOMs and activities. This load
increases with model size. Once defined this way, it is extremely difficult and costly to
restructure the model. Much effort is required to suppress redundancy, resolve dangling
connections, and rebundle ICOMs. If the sources and destinations of dangling ICOM
arrows are not specified, participants and other readers of the model may miss important
concepts when using the model to analyze the business process. In the models developed
in E-IDEF Approaches 1 and 2, some reconciliation was performed, but it was deemed
impractical to bring the models to the level of quality achieved using traditional
decomposition methods and the more conservative TDI Approach.
Analysts lack the domain knowledge to resolve the unreconciled model. And even
when analysts work with a smaller group to attempt the reconciliation, time consuming
post-session kit reviews must be done, or the group must be reconvened. This violates the
intent of getting representatives together to agree on the business model in the first place.
The tendency of each subgroup to focus on its part of the model and to do
insufficient coordination with other subgroups was exacerbated by mUltiple, remote
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locations in Approach 2. This is consistent with Marca and McGowan's [109] observation
that unless common border ICOMs are defined first and connected with care, such links
tend to be overlooked. Attempts by an analyst and a small representative team to perform
even partial integration of the model developed in Approach 2 reduced the buy-in of the
non-integration team members.
The TDI Approach is more like traditional IDEFO decomposition methods than
Approaches 1 and 2 and the TDBU Approach. It is one way of helping participants retain
better comprehension of the overall model and yet still allows waves of parallelism during
initial node tree construction and definition. It also gives participants the opportunity to
contribute textual descriptions to the model throughout the definition of the ICOMs and
corresponding reconstruction of the node tree. The EMS provides an open, anonymous
channel so that descriptions, alternative descriptions, questions, and comments can be
easily and directly contributed by participants. Since all SMEs help construct and review
the entire model, issues are explored and resolved immediately rather than being relegated
to time consuming post session reviews.
The TDI level-by-Ievel specification of ICOMs and attention to the boundaryspanning ICOMs before defining internal ICOMs results in a more cohesive and
integrated model than models resulting from Approaches 1 and 2. This is borne out by
few tunnels in the TDI model.
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The finding that high amounts of tunnels result from Approaches 1 and 2 is
evidence that the modeling approach dictates how well models are linked. Developing
models bottom-up is prone to produce dangling arrows. Two different settings are
available in the EMS-IDEFO tool regarding boundary arrows. With one setting, branchspanning links can be attached directly across sibling sets. Conversely, the more
conservative setting allows ICOMs to be posted only within the immediate sibling set. In
this more conservative case, the source or destination of a border arrow needs to be
attached in another operation. This later setting is more consistent with the IDEF standard
[89] because the modeler deliberately draws the link between the parent and the parent's
sibling. Thus, on anyone diagram, the border arrows just leave the diagram, but are
shown joining the parent its sibling.
When modeling bottom-up, both the liberal and conservative approaches
encourage dangling links. In the more liberal approach, the same ICOM is attached at the
two locations in different parts of the model, but participants tend to forget to link across
the parent activities. Tunnels are the result. With the more conservative tool setting,
participants may define just one side of the link and not explicitly attach the other side
(and the attending link across the parent). Tunnels again result. The TDI Approach
generally avoids such problems. Boundary-spanning links are forged first. These become
border arrows for the activity decomposition of the parent(s). When these border arrows
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in the child diagram are attached to the child activities, tunnels--and the logical
disconnects that tunnels represent--are avoided.
The TDI Approach emphasizes seeing activities through the perspective of the
ICOMs rather than the other way around. This is the emphasis suggested by IDEFO
experts [110, 148]. Although an early list of activities is defined to help with
visualization, these activities are recast in the presence of the more "real" ICOMs.
Participants develop initial abstractions and refine those abstractions based on increasing
waves of specificity. In light of this increasing specificity, the model is reconstructed into
more appropriate constructs. The emphasis on defining ICOMs and activities together
throughout the model leads to a better fit between ICOMs and activities than the TDBU
Approach [48]. The TDBU Approach assumes that activities can be defined early without
the presence ofICOMs. It assumes that the activity tree is largely stable and that ICOMs
at the bottom level can be specified and then mechanically bundled up across higher level
activities that were not formed in the presence of boundary ICOMs. This assumption is
not supported by our research findings. Higher level activities are myopically formed
when constructed without ICOMs. This is evidenced by the substantial activity hierarchy
revision that occurs upon the initial node trees when the activities are reconstructed in the
presence of the ICOMs.
A useful comparison can be made of the difference between dataflow diagraming
and the IDEFO method. In dataflow diagrams the inputs and outputs are augmented by
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data stores. Together inputs, outputs, and data stores anchor the transforms. The
pseudocode for each process must tightly integrate with inputs and outputs, including
those that post to and extract from data stores. When the pseudocode succinctly
transforms inputs into outputs, an author can be reasonably confident that the model is
tightly integrated and consistent. Conversely, in IDEFO the ICOMS are the anchors [89,
109, 148]. Activities are typically more abstract in IDEFO than processes in data flow
diagrams. Specific pseudocode is generally not written to the point that code could be
developed from an IDEF activity definition. This increases the potential for activity
abstractions to slip out of focus.
This is another reason why the TDBU approach is undesirable. Activity
abstractions formed in the absence of ICOMS are not focused enough. To go into the
lowest level and attach ICOMS and then mechanically roll them up results in the loosely
formed activities acting as the conceptual anchors. Moreover, the emphasis on the critical
path of the model is lost as a result of having so many detailed activities that the "forest
gets lost for the trees." This can result in the inclusion of model content that is not
functionally cohesive. It can also result in a list of things done in the organization, some
of which are outside the functional boundaries being described within the model.
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5.2.2 Model and Modeling Approach Statistics

5.2.2.1 Model Quality
This report includes specific style quality comparisons between EMS-supported and
traditionally-supported models that have not been made in past research. All E-IDEF
models were comparable or superior to the T-IDEF models on the two basic measures
of decomposition complexity. The facilitators' encouragement, along with suggestions
from the tool, led to these results. Likewise, the EMS-IDEF models contained no
homonyms and synonyms.
Since the excessive occurrence of tunnels are manifestations of ambiguities,
inconsistencies, and incomplete specification, the models produced by the TDI and TIDEF approaches are clearly more rigorously defined than the models produced by
Approaches 1 and 2. The model produced by the TDI demonstrates that E-IDEF tools can
be used with a large group to develop high quality models with appropriate
decomposition techniques. Attempts to achieve speed by working in parallel when not
done in a way that emphasizes model integration leads to fragmented results. Table 4.1
reflects that fact that SMEs judged the TDI model higher on validity than the other EIDEF approaches. This is consistent with the very low tunnel rate and other quality
indicators. The TDI model had better cohesiveness, better fit between activities and
ICOMS, and better use ofICOM abstractions appropriate to the activity abstraction level.
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The fact that SMEs judged the less-integrated models somewhat highly suggests that
SMEs are not highly calibrated on this measure. Therefore, other more objective style
measures such as average number of tunnels per activity should be employed.

5.2.2.2 Productivity and Participation
The models created with Approach 1 were developed two to three times faster than the
T-IDEF baseline with individual productivity rates 126% and 56% higher than baseline.
Approach 2 faired generally worse than Approach 1, presumably because of the higher
degree of redundant modeling. The TDI Approach yielded model quality comparable to
the T-IDEF baseline but resulted in model development speed of roughly twice as fast.
This was accomplished while supporting double the number of participants. Individual
productivity with the TDI Approach was still noticeably higher than the baseline. Thus
research Proposition 6 is supported: Productivity while developing complete models is
higher with EMS-IDEFO support than with traditional support.
The fact that about twice the number ofSMEs participated in the E-IDEF sessions
than the T -IDEF sessions and yet the personal productivity stayed markedly higher
illustrates E-IDEF's ability to allow more individuals to contribute directly during
modeling. Thus research proposition 5 is supported. Some process losses associated with
the traditional approach appear to be mitigated by the E-IDEF approach. The ability of
participants to both see and contribute in parallel seems to be key. The fact that
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participants offer candidate activities and ICOMS along with candidate defInitions for
those items without channeling all initial content through a scribe or facilitator seems to
be an important productivity enhancing intervention. Participants can see previously
entered content by other participants. In many cases, this triggers ideas for refInements
that participants can enter for consideration. Model development productivity remains
markedly higher with the TDI approach than with the T-IDEF approach even though the
facilitator leads the group through the process of refining initially offered content for
clarity and adherence to IDEF syntax.

5.2.2.3 Balance of Efficiency and Quality
Proposition 7 is also supported: The TDI approach supports more direct participation and
is significantly faster than traditional support and yet results in high quality models. When
developing models, a reasonable balance of efficiency and quality (including parsimony)
should be achieved. Obtaining speed and volume with poor quality is analogous to
getting to market quickly, but with an inferior product. EMS-based modeling
environments provide powerful description capture capabilities. Used appropriately, these
capabilities can help speed model development and produce quality models. Without the
appropriate methods and control, however, SMEs can specify a great deal of content but
sacrifice significant model clarity and parsimony. Although SMEs can assess model
content validity, they are usually ill-equipped to assess details ofIDEFO style. Quality
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metrics are important for judging when the efficiency-to-quality balance is acceptable.
The level of quality achieved in this study was obtained because a balance of quality and
efficiency was sought actively.
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION

6.1 Contributions and Implications

6.1.1 Evaluation of Specific EMS-IDEFO Tool Features

Contributions. During this research a number of tool features important for modeling
with groups were identified, refined, and implemented. The need for some of these
features was not obvious at the outset of the research. The EA team developed an
effective group support tool to support the development of IDEFO models. This tool
provides support for parallel access to textual model content as well as providing
graphical representation of model content.
This research also highlighted the importance of a group-accessible IeOM list
along with the value of enforcing valid IeOM attachments to minimize IeOM homonym
and synonym problems. Past research had not determined how to solve this problem in
an EMS modeling environment.
The evaluation of a number of ease-of-use features is another contribution of this
research. Past research had shown that structured fields and information hiding was
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important. This research extended that by showing that much more complex models could
be navigated by novices with a well designed interface that made such navigation easy.
Such an interface allows novice users to work productively with analysts during model
development. Interfaces designed for ease of use are key. The provision of an easy ICOM
bundle creation routine is one of a number of examples in this research where an
improved interface significantly eased model development.
Another contribution of this research is the realization of graphical support that
is rapid, easy to invoke, and robust enough to capture all important graphical model
syntax. This provision allows participants to use rich graphics to support
conceptualization and review during model development. This is a significant
advancement over graphical support tools used before the advent of this tool. Graphics
are integrated with the textual content. This research showed that this is far superior to
trying to capture model content separately from the graphical representation.
The realization of a semantic checking capability in a group environment is
another contribution of this research. This is the first time such a capability has been
included in an EMS-based modeling environment. Semantic checking provide notification
of problems during modeling so that problems are corrected early. The approach evolved
in this research provides semantic checking without undue delays due to network traffic
or processing cycles. Lessons learned here may benefit future attempts to provide
semantic control in other collaborative modeling environments.
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Implications. Clearly, the EMS-IDEFO tool is a significant productivity enhancing
intervention that mitigates significant bottlenecks that exist in the traditional modeling
process. Multiple participants can easily contribute model content in parallel. Access to
model information is available directly to participants so that participants are not
restricted to access through a facilitator.

6.1.2 An Effective Model Development Approach for Use with Groups

Contributions. Although previous research had demonstrated that such tools can be used
to develop unreconciled model content very quickly, it had not been demonstrated that
the tools could be used to achieve parsimonious models that embody high style quality.
A contribution of this research effort is the development and evaluation of three
different modeling approaches that can be used with a group-enabled modeling
environment. Two of the approaches resulted in rapid model development but poor style
quality. The third approach (TDI) allows models to be developed significantly faster
(about twice as fast in the case studied in this dissertation) than T-IDEF support and yet
provides high style quality. This approach includes many of the principles traditionally
used by single authors or small groups, but these principles were adapted in the TDI
approach so that some parallelism was achieved. Beyond this specific approach,
suggestions were made regarding important issues that must be managed when working
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with a group to develop models. Suggestions were made regarding when waves of
parallelism are appropriate, and, on the other hand,

when convergence must be

maintained.

Implications. Clearly, appropriate modeling methods make a significant difference.
Facilitators must effectively manage decomposition to achieve integrated models. By
conducting model development steps in an appropriate order, SMEs and analysts can
work together to achieve rapidly developed, quality models. Before this research, it was
not clear how much ambiguity would be embodied in models by performing modeling in
parallel groups. This research shows that unmanaged parallelism leads to redundant,
disjointed, and ambiguous models.
This research also shows that some forms of parallelism are possible, but must be
carefully managed. Results suggest that groups can contribute in parallel when offering
candidate activities and ICOMs. Parallelism is also possible when defining activities and
ICOMs. However, the facilitator and the group need to work together to winnow out some
of this content in order to retain and forge high quality abstractions. This research
revealed that it is especially important for the group to forge inter-branch ICOM linkages
before internal arrows are defined. Otherwise, these linking ICOMs tend to be underspecified in the model. The importance of this was noted by Marca and McGowan [109]
for use with single-authors, but appears to be even more important with groups because
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of the tendency for different subgroups to focus on one part of the model and to not stay
abreast of other parts of the model.
Good models are not achieved by abandoning good modeling practice in order to
perform work in parallel. However, EMS can be applied in ways that result in parallel
work, but that do not sacrifice the benefits of good modeling practice

6.1.3 Quality and Productivity Metrics and Evaluation

Contributions. Past quality measures have been inadequate for easy comparison of
model quality for models of different size. Consequently, new measures for model quality
were developed as a contribution of this research including measures of decomposition
complexity, parsimony, validity, and completeness. Unlike previously developed
measures, these new measures can be used to compare quality across models of different
size. Another contribution of this research was added insight into the need to conduct
productivity comparisons while controlling for model quality. Past research efforts [48]
have not applied objective quality and productivity measures to T-IDEF and E-IDEF
approaches.
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Implications. By applying quality measures and productivity measures together, an
understanding of the trade offs can be evaluated. Such an approach applied in this
research yielded an effective comparison of approaches and models. The data shown here
for T-IDEF and E-IDEF approaches can serve as valuable baselines for future
development efforts and approaches.

6.1.4 General Implications

This research extends earlier research [48] on group activity modeling by demonstrating
that style quality can be achieved with EMS. However, effective tool support, an
appropriate model development method, and an emphasis on quality are required to
rapidly develop quality models. The number of participants who can be effectively
supported appears to be significantly increased with the EMS-supported approach. In
addition, the new approach allows models to be built significantly faster because more
SMEs can contribute in parallel during model development and because individuals are
more productive.
The implications of increased participation and model development speed are
discussed next.
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Implications of Increased Participation. The fact that significantly more people can
productively participate during model development and analysis may yield a number of
benefits.
First, group size does not have to be artificially small because of the limitations
of the model development approach.
Second, since a broader experience base is available for model development,
models may be more accurate and more complete.
Third, greater direct participation allows more stakeholders to engage each other
and the model content so that issues can be surfaced and resolved while impacted
stakeholders are present. This should lead to greater insight into the business practice and
hopefully, solutions that accommodate a variety of the stakeholders' needs. People
reading a model produced by someone else miss the benefit of discussion that takes place
during model development that is never recorded in the model artifact.
Fourth, the fact that issues are resolved during the meeting by more stakeholders
reduces, and in some cases, eliminates the need to have long after-session kit reviews.
Decisions can be made without going through months, or even years of reviews by nonparticipants. This also reduces the likelihood that effort will be spent quibbling with nonparticipants about the appropriateness of models so that energy can be directed toward
positive change.
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Finally, participants tend to feel greater ownership of a model they have helped
develop. Moreover, models developed by more experts signals greater legitimacy [175].
This can have important implications when the organization and management face the
stress of organizational change that results from change efforts.

Implications of Faster Model Development. The fact that models can be built much
faster with EMS support has some important implications. Reducing the time required
to produce models makes it easier to get the "right" people to contribute to the modeling
effort because their time away from other duties is significantly reduced. Traditional
model development efforts often last weeks and even months. It was difficult and
sometimes impossible to obtain attendance of key individuals. The ability to build and
analyze models more quickly should help secure involvement from these individuals.
Moreover, projects may be less likely to bog down in analysis paralysis.

6.2 Limitations and Strengths

This research included a number of limitations. Since the sample size was small, the
differences between productivity and quality indicators cannot be evaluated with
probabilistic statistics.
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Moreover, there are a number of limitations on the generalizability of this
research. First, this research was limited to the IDEFO method-- just one of a number of
process modeling methods. Second, although one session within the sample was
conducted with subgroups of participants in three different rooms, all remaining sessions
were same-time-same-place sessions. Methods for conducting different-place and
different-time meetings were not intensively investigated. Third, since the sample was a
convenience sample, care must be taken regarding the degree of generalizability to other
IDEFO sessions. The sample involved individuals from military organizations and
installations. Private organizations were not represented. Finally, a limited set of
facilitators were used. The EA Team facilitated all but one E-IDEF session, and provided
some input for the remaining E-IDEF session. Different facilitators might have produced
different results.
The fact that this study was tightly focused, however, is also a strength of this
research. The small sample was examined in detail. The different tool generations and
modeling approaches were studied in depth. This focused study resulted in a number of
beneficial findings.
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6.3 Directions for Future Research

Statistical comparisons could be made as more models are developed with the E-IDEF
approach. This should be possible since the tool described in the last iteration of the tool
is currently being commercialized by Ventana Corporation. The measures developed as
part of this research could be applied to these sessions. Other quality measures could be
developed and applied to capture more quality dimensions. In addition, the E-IDEF
sessions included in this research were generally large session of 16-25 participants.
Metrics should be collected from smaller and larger groups to determine how productivity
and quality are impacted.
The TDI Approach was admittedly a conservative approach in that the facilitator
activity directed the group and little subgroup work was done because of the difficulties
that resulted from breaking into subgroups associated with Approaches 1 and 2. It may
be possible to develop an approach that would allow for more parallel work and yet retain
model integration. It may be possible for subgroups to work on parts of the model if they
frequently brief each other on the various parts of the model as it develops. For example,
it may be possible to define the initial node hierarchy followed by the first and perhaps
second decomposition such that the links that relate parts of the model are in place to
provide a detailed context to the respective parts. Next, the overall group could generate
and agree on common ICOM names that are likely to be used throughout the model. With
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this much convergent definition, it may be possible for groups to work in parallel for
periods within these bounded contexts. However, since further decomposition tends to
bring changes to the initial and subsequent structures, it would be necessary to conduct
somewhat frequent reviews on all parts of the model. Much more than was done in the
TDBU Approach or Approaches 1 and 2.
Some of the findings of this research may generalize well to other group modeling
languages. Other findings probably do not generalize well and must undergo examination
in other environments to determine appropriateness of use. Each modeling method has
its own set of logical constructs that SMEs can address and are therefore appropriate for
design of group tools and methods for use with those tools. Tools designed for group
capture of these methods would likely have to go through the same iterative process used
to reline the EMS-IDEFO environment. Different modeling languages no doubt have
different steps and sequences that are appropriate for information collection from SMEs.
Research may be done on other process modeling languages such as IDEF3, data flow
diagrams, and simulation to determine appropriate collaborative tool support and
modeling methods.
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APPENDIX A: MASTER QUESTIONNAIRE

This is the master version of the questionnaire as addressed in the manuscript. The order
of the questions here and a few key words were changed for every session. Also the
spaces have been reduced for printing here.

University of Arizona MIS Department
Post Session Questionnaire

1.

The number of years that I have worked in hazardous substances related activity is:
_ _ Years

2.

During the session how many questions came up about the work activity that the
group could not answer?
1. none
2. a few
3. some
4. a fair amount
5. a great many
O. Don't know / Not applicable

3

Did your ideas get an opportunity to be considered?
1. Disagree strongly!
2. Disagree
3. Neutral
4. Agree
5. Agree strongly!
O. Don't know/ Not applicable
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4.

Did everyone contribute the same amount to the session?
1. Very equal
2. equal
3. somewhat equal
4. unequal
5. very unequal
O. don't know / Not applicable

5.

My own role in helping the group understand the current work activity (As-Is
activity model) was:
1. nil
2. a minor contribution
3. about equal to the others
4. a major contribution
5. the most important of all participants
O. Not Applicable / Don't know

6.

My own role in designing the As-Is model was:

1. nil
2. a minor contribution
3. about equal to the others
4. a major contribution
5. the most important of all participants
O. Not Applicable / Don't know

7.

I expect that if the As-Is model is fully implemented, it will be a:
1. disaster
2. poor business practice
3. adequate business practice
4. good business practice
5. dream business practice
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8.

I believe that relative to the current way of doing things, the full implementation of
the As-Is model would be:
1. much worse
2. a bit worse
3. about the same
4. a bit better
5. much better

9.

Now that the session is over ...
I have a
THE OVERALL (all parts) of the As-Is activity model.
1. VERY vague feeling for
2. vague feeling for
3. adequate picture of
4. clear picture of
5. VERY clear picture of
o. Don't know / Not applicable

10.

Now that the session is over ...
I have a
MY SUBGROUP'S portion of the As-Is activity model.
1. VERY vague feeling for
2. vague feeling for
3. adequate picture of
4. clear picture of
5. VERY clear picture of
O. Don't know / Not applicable
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11.

I believe the As-Is Activity model represents the functions that needs to be
performed in my hazardous substance related work activity:
1. Disagree strongly!
2. Disagree
3. Neutral
4. Agree
5. Agree strongly!
O. Don't know/ Not applicable

12.

I can explain MY SUBGROUP'S portion of the As-Is activity model to a coworker:
1. not at all
2. a few points
3. adequately
4. except for a few points
5. completely / very well
O. Not applicable

13. I can explain THE OVERALL As-Is activity model to a co-worker:
1. not at all
2. a few points
3. adequately
4. except for a few points
5. completely / very well
O. Not applicable
14.

How much IDEF modeling had you done before this session:
1. none
2. a little bit
3. some
4. a good amount
5. a lot
6. Not applicable
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15.

Regarding the level ofIDEF training that you received in the session as it related
to your ability to complete the IDEF ACTIVITY modeling:
1. Would have liked A LOT MORE training
2. Would have liked A BIT MORE training
3. amount of training WAS ABOUT RIGHT
4. A BIT TOO MUCH TIME was spent on training
5. WAY TOO MUCH TIME was spent on training
O. Don't know / not applicable

16.

Did the participating in the development of the As-Is IDEF model help bring
relationships in the overall "Manage Hazardous Substances" activity into focus for
you that were not clear before?
1. Disagree strongly!
2. Disagree
3. Neutral
4. Agree
5. Agree strongly!
O. Don't know/ Not applicable

17.

Did the modeling of the AS-IS system help the group identify ideas that would help
you improve the way the business activity is performed at your installation?
1. Disagree strongly!
2. Disagree
3. Neutral
4. Agree
5. Agree strongly!
O. Don't know/ Not applicable
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18.

Did interaction with participants from other services and installations foster new
insights about your overall work activity?
1. Disagree strongly!
2. Disagree
3. Neutral
4. Agree
5. Agree stronglyt
O. Don't know! Not applicable

19.

Did you identify desirable business practices perfonned in other installation's As-Is
model that would improve your business process?
1. Disagree strongly!
2. Disagree
3. Neutral
4. Agree
5. Agree strongly!
O. Don't know/ Not applicable

20.

In our session, we sometimes worked within subgroups. Each subgroup generally
represented a different aspect of the work activity in the current business (HazMat,
HazWaste,P2). Did your interaction with the other subgroups help you see how the
activity in your part of the business system is related to work done by them?
1. Disagree strongly!
2. Disagree
3. Neutral
4. Agree
5. Agree strongly!
O. Don't know/ Not applicable
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21

How do you feel about:
a. the computer system your group used to work on this problem?
Very dissatisfied

Very satisfied
1234567

b. how valuable was the facilitation group's contribution to the success of the
reengineering effort?
Not valuable

Very valuable
1234567

c. the process by which your group worked on this problem?
Very dissatisfied
1234567

Very satisfied

d. all in all, how did you feel about being a member of the reengineering group?
Very dissatisfied

Very satisfied

1234567

22.

How likely do you think that the improvement ideas within the As-Is model will be
implemented?
Not very likely
1

Very likely
2 3 4 5 6 7
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These questions were standard free text questions at the end of the text.
23.

What do you perceive to be the biggest obstacles to implementation of an adequate
migration system? (Please write):

24.

How could the reengineering process that you went through this week be improved?
(Please write):

25. [These questions are optional]

My name is:
My position is:
My organization is:
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APPENDIX B: SUMMARY OF POST-SESSION SURVEY RESPONSES

Approach 1
Question

Avg

Top-Down
Integrated

Approach 2
Avg

Std

Avg

Std

Std

1

6.46

6.25

16.78

10.08

9.82

6.06

2

1.91

.7

1.96

1.21

2.18

0.86

3

4.35

0.64

4.44

0.57

4.33

0.70

4

3.46

0.91

3.04

0.82

3.94

0.87

5

3.06

0.71

3.12

0.52

3.24

0.55

6

3.12

0.58

3.16

0.46

2.94

0.80

7

3.60

0.49

--

--

3.41

0.69

8

4.45

0.59

4.08

0.71

4.29

0.89

9

3.21

1.18

.056

0.94

4.06

0.80

10

3.82

0.86

3.72

0.78

--

--

11

3.89

0.92

4.16

0.54

4.29

0.46

12

4.03

1.01

3.44

1.02

3.82

0.92

13

3.35

0.90

3.40

1.06

3.76

0.88

14

1.63

0.72

1.00

0.00

1.82

1.04

15

3.03

1.18

1.80

0.69

2.88

0.47

16

3.23

1.15

3.80

0.75

3.88

0.83

17

3.15

1.13

3.68

0.55

4.06

0.83

18

4.21

0.63

4.21

0.50

4.38

0.70

19

3.44

1.12

3.63

0.70

3.57

0.90
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Approach 1
Question

Avg

Std

Top-Down
Integrated

Approach 2
Avg

Avg

Std

Std

20

3.67

1.06

3.83

0.69

--

--

21a

4.29

1.43

5.00

1.22

6.06

1.06

21b

5.54

1.5

6.38

0.75

6.35

0.76

21c

4.89

1.41

5.79

0.82

5.53

0.85

21d

4.78

1.76

5.92

1.00

·5.69

0.92

22

3.71

1.81

4.29

1.79

4.71

1.45
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